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CC board
discusses
federal grant
options
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
As a $4 billion federal competitive grant is being prepared
for application, the Calloway
County Board of Education
and other boards statevvide
have their eyes on getting a
piece of the pie.
At last night's board tneeting, superintendent Steve
Hoskins reported that state
education commissioner Terry
Holliday asked school boards
across the state to sign off on
the Kentucky application for
part of the Race to the Top fedke
eral grail!. keniacky
eligible for up to $200 million,
Hoskins said. He said this
money would be key especially with the changes coming
due to the passing of SB-1 in
the commonwealth.
"(SB-I ) is going to get us
outside our comfort zones for
awhile," Hoskins said. "There
are major changes coming."
The first awarding of grant
money will come in April and
a second wave of applications
may be awarded in lune but for
less money
Either way,
Hoskins told the board they
will be hearing a lot in the
future about the grant.
A public forum was held dur-

111 See Page 2A
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Dalhi Forecast
By The Associated Press
Today...Mostly- sunny. Highs
in the upper 30s West winds
around 5 mph in the morning
shifting to the south in the afternoon
Tonlght...Clear. Lows in the
mid 2Cs. Southeast winds
around 5 mph,
Saturday...Mostly sunny in
the morning...Then mostly
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of rain in the afternoon Highs in
the mid 40s. East winds around
5 mph.
Saturday night...Rain likely.
Lows in the upper 30s.
Southeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation 60 percent.
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Murray
board reviews
Race to the
Top funds
By 'TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Independent Board of
Education officials have voted
j to sign up with a federal educational initiative that could possibly bring hundreds of thousands
of dollars in one-time grant
funding to the district.
During a meeting at the Carte'
Administration
Building
Thursday night, board members
authorized Superintendent Bob
Rogers and board Chairman Dr.
Richard Crouch to sign the district up for participation in the
federal "Race to the Top" initiative.
Based on federal Title One
funding formula, the district
could be awarded the extra dollars by partaking in the program
along with other districts across
the state. lf the Kentucky
Department of Education's
application is approved, participating districts will benefit. The
district collected more the*
$300.000 in Title One funds fat
KYSER LOUGI-VLedger & Times thc current school year.
COMMENCEMENT SETUP: More than 1,000 folding chairs were set up on the floor of the Regional Special Events Center
During a presentation of tit
Thursday in preparation for Friday's commencement ceremonies. There will be 823 candidates for graduation in December program by Eleanor Spry, assik
and the ceremony begins at 10 a.m. at RSEC.
tant superintendent for currictir.
lum and instruction, and Di:
Tom Rendek, director of pupf
personnel and operations, Spit
told board members the require,:

City adopts new health care provider
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
At its last meeting of the
year, the Murray City Council
voted to change the city•s
health care provider and to
adopt a plan to incentivize
employees to use local health
services.
Greg Carlton of Peel &
Holland Financial Group said
he used the number of claims
from 2008 and 2009 to study
the benefits of moving to
another provider. He presented
his findings to the Health
Insurance Committee and later
presented a shorter version to
the council. 'The council voted
unanimously to drop its current
insurance
provider,
Private Health Care Systems,
and adopt CenterCare.
Carlton said the city could

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kenlake Foods employees
showed their Christmas spirit
this United Way campaign season by donating more than
$37,000 to the annual charity
fund drive.
Despite tough economic
times, Kenlake employees
increased their individual
donations by 20 percent, up
from 526.386 donated to the
cause last year.
" It is a true testimony to
their employee culture, but
more so, their commitment to
our community," said Aaron
Dail, director of resource
development for United Way.
During a news conference
Wednesday' afternoon at the
plant on L.P. Miller Drive.
United Way officials celebrated
with Kenlake Foods to hail the
$31,717.16 raised this year for
United Way's Community

*V Tins Winter!
Aierd"F r"

Heater

save money if it could steer its
ernntoyees to *eek health services at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He said
MCCH currently offers a 10
percent discount to the city for
a wellness plan that the city
hopes will reduce the number
of insurance claims, but an
additional varying discount for
services was also negotiated.
He said that by using
CenterCare and MCCH, the
city could potentially save an
average of 40 percent compared to its current costs.
While it can't be guaranteed
that every employee will go to
MCCH, he said they should be
made aware of the benefits of
staying in town.
Carlton said the cost for
making
the
change
to
CenterCare would cost an

very helpful. He said the city II See Page 2A
also had a well-designed
accounting system.
Melton said the city's funds
performed reasonably well,
but that the city only broke
even this year. Most years,
most departments manage to By Jodi Keen
make a profit, he said. While MSU Public Relations
MURRAY. Ky. - Karen
the vehicle taxes declined for
the second year in a row. the McCuiston, the postsecondary
city's tax base appears stable, director of Murray State
University's Kentucky Center
he said.
"I wouldn't say it's a bad for School Safety (KCS3)
year. it's just not the year resource center, was a featured
we've had in the past." Melton speaker at the first Washington,
D.C. School Safety Conference
said.
earlier this semester.
In other business:
"The U.S. Department of
• The council also approved
the purchase of a Ford Education and the Readiness
Expedition for the fire chief to and Emergency Management for
replace the current vehicle that School(REMS)grant sponsored
the conference, which trained
See Page 2A
Washington, D.C., school
administrators under the "One
City, One Plan" initiative for
unified, collaborative emergency preparedness. McCuiston
led a lecture training more than
three hundred D.C. administrators in emergency response
management.
As the KCSS post-secondary
director. McCuiston collaborated with REMS project director
Brian Killian to produce "One
City One Plan," an initiative
uniting D.0 administrators
under a collaborative emergency
preparedness plan.
She taught for 12 years before
taking the position of library and
media specialist at Heath
Elementary School, where she
won the 1996-97 Kentucky
TOM BERRY/Ledoer & Times
New Kenlake Foods General Manager Peter Placr, right, and Media Specialist of the Year
Dan Fitzer. operations manager, left, are Joined by Murray- award. In 1997, McCuiston
became the public relations
Calloway County United Way Director Peg Billington, second
director and grant writer for
from nght, in congratulating Kenlake Foods employees for givMcCracken County schools.
ing $31,717 to the chanty this year; a significant increase over
With the Heath High School
last year's donation of $26,000. Also in the photograph are shooting
in December of that
Aaron Dail, director of resource development for United Way, year. McCuiston also becarne
thircJ from left, as well as Barbara Parish, operations systems, the school system's safety coorsecond from left. and Andrea Furlotte. human relations man
See Page 3A
ager of Kenlake. third from nght.
additional 25 cents per member each month. He said he
could not promise cost reduction, but said the new plan
should at least stabilize costs.
"It can only get better than it
is today," he said.
X Lucas of North American
Administrators also told the
committee and the council that
employees would have the
option to purchase dental and
vision insurance. The plans
would be voluntary and not
part of the standard Insurance
package.
The council also approved
the audit for fiscal year 20082009, which was presented by
Rick Melton from Howe &
Melton. He said he had
encountered no problems in
collecting information for the
audit and that employees were

Murray State staff
member speaks at
conference in D.C.

Kenlake No. 1 with United Way campaign

w
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Murray, SY 42471
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Veen IscIbla111mieleat Inc.

Impact initiative.
The company's 335 employees gave through United Way's
payroll deduction campaign.
"It's a part of our culture. we
are big supporters of their
efforts and believe in its mission. les just what we do at
Kenlake," an employee told
Dail for a news release.
New General Manager Peter
Plach Barbara Parish, who was
Kenlake's coordinator for the
United Way campaign and
United Way Executive Director
Peggy' Billington commended
employees for their generosity.
Also joining the group were
operations manager Dan Fitzer
and Andrea Furlotte, human
relations manager.
Fitzer pointed out during the
announcement that the donation shows the true character
and generosity of Kenlake
employees.
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From Front

TOM BERRY/edger & Tomes
SENATE RACE: U.S, Senate candidate Dr. Rand Paul speaks with potential voters at Sirloin Stockade Thursday during a noon
visit to Murray. Paul, who supports term limits, says he believes voters are hungry to elect someone to represent them in
Washington that is not a "career politiCian" that will shrink govemment and hold the line on taxes.

U.S. Senate candidate visits Murray
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
" 'Buoyed hy polls thst
.
1k
.e may have a lead over his
,opponents in next year's U.S.
;Btriate races and almost S1.5
•rttillion in his campaign war
,chest, Dr. Rand Paul visited
:Murray Thursday as part of a
:three-city tour of western
,I9intucky.
JPreeting voters at the Sirloin
'Blockade during lunch. Paul,
iato is running for the GOP

nomination in the May
Primary, highlighted the financial supp.ort he has received
from Kentuckians, including
raising S450,000 in one day
over the Internet.
Paul says he believes voters
are tired of Washington insiders
that are more interested in getting re-elected than in doing
what is best for die state and
the country and claims to be the
candidate they are looking for.
"I believe voters are hungry

1111
.- City council•

for someoae who is not a career
politician," he said. "My main
uppoilem. has imcn in politics
all of his life. I am not a career
politician. I have been busy
working and raising my family."
The candidate also pointed
out that he is in favor of term
limits that would limit a representative's or a senator's time
in Washington to 12 years.
"I think there are rascals in
both parties and that need to be

•••

cle as surplus.
show each department individ..rom Front
• Prior to the regular council ually and Lanier said they all
to
when meeting, Finance Director were close to having dte desirtes
back
uncilman Pat Scott was the Alan Lanier presented an able 75 percent of their budgThe bid went to Parker
report
to
the
Finance ets left for the rest of the year.
Ford and was for $24,975,
Committee on the city's over- Lanier said he would present
Although the city will pay less
With a $5,000 trade-in on the all expenses from the begin- an expense report to the comold vehicle. The council also ning of this fiscal year in July mittee quarterly. He also gave
September. The a brief summary of the report
voted to declare the old vehi- through
expenses were broken down to at the council meeting.

. G cc .•
•

New Year's Eve
at
Kenlake State Resort Park
with the Sounds Of Motown
rat

Bring in the New Year with the music of
Diana Ross, The Temptations, Smokey Robinson,
and many more great Motown artists
▪

,,s;. 4

Special $149.95 overnight package/couple includes:
Lodge Room

removed," he said.
According to Paul, the federal
government must return to fiscal responsibility and he supports the concept of smaller
government and fewer taxes.
Paul, who recently spoke at
August's Fancy Farm picnic
concerning his candidacy, was
planning to visit Madisonville
and Henderson, Ky. during the
tour. He is the son of Texas
Sen. Ron Paul, also a
Republican.

wilts of the "Race to the Top"
program are very similar to
those the distnct has already
implemented under state Senate
Bill One passed in the Kentucky
General Assembly this year.
Spry recommended the move.
"1 don't want to overlook a pot
,t money when we are going to
be doing a majority ot the steps
anyway,- Spry said
However Rogers told board
members that any. kind of federal dollars will come with
"strings attached" and the district must be willing to abide by
program regulations. But he
concurred with Spry and
Rendek saying the district is
already following the strictures
of the state's current law which
could be expanded to bring
much-needed dollars to district
programs.
"We have to do a whole lot of
this we might as well get some
money for it," he said.
A committee will be commissioned to look into details of the
plan and reconunend ways the
district's curriculum and programs would have to change.
However the KDE will play the
lead in obtaining the grant funds
from the U.S. Department of
Education.
Rogers said, if approved, the
state could collect from $65 million to $150 million: half of
wtuch would be utilized by die
KDE and the remainder allocated to participating school districts.

In other business, board members approved an audit report by
CPA Sandra Duguid for the
2008-09 school year. Duguid
told board members she found
"no significant deficiencies"
and conunended the distnct on a
"clean" audit. She said she
found no instances of non-compliance.
Duguid reported the district's
total assets at $24, 182,016 - up
$930,000 over last year - with
reported
at
liabilities
$11,750,013 for net assets of
$12, 432, 003. Debt was listed
at $959.000.
"Overall a very, very good
audit," Duguid said.
In other action. board members:
impromptu
an
• heard
Christmas concerto presented
by the Murray High School
Choir. 'The group sang a selection of about five holiday songs.
• honored senior members of
this year's Murray Tiger football team with certificates of
appreciation. The team went 121 this year; narrcwly losing to
Fort Campbeli in the KHSSA
AA Regional Championship.
Board members conunended the
effort of the entire team, while
thanking senior members that
will be graduating before next
season.
Donnie
Board
member
Winchester said the team's
name will be listed on a wall at
Tiger Stadium naming them as
one of the best Tiger teams in
MHS history.

III Calloway schools ...

faculty had a unique sideeffect. Students observing their
ing the- meeting to discuss the teachers began aware of their
previous year in health and
own eating and exercise in
wellness and the audience
what Williams called a "monheard from both the food servkey see, monkey do" effect.
ices side and the nursing side.
Pat Lane began by giving an Recently, 36 staff and faculty
• The council also voted to update on what food services in the district were trained in
declare four police vehicles as has been doing regarding well- First Aid/CPRJAED and 24
surplus, as well as a 1997 ness. She said the cafeterias more will be trained in
Cadillac Eldorado and a 1998 have begun using more whole January.
Cadillac Deville that were grains and lean meat along
A new challenge facing the
seized in drug forfeitures. with offering more servings of
health and wellness area this
Councilman John "Melvin" vegetables. The offerings are
year has been the HI NI virus.
Bowers asked how the vehi- typically above the USDAcles could be purchased and required amount. Lane also Williams said it got a lot of
Police Chief Ken Claud said mentioned the success of the parents scared, but they took a
he planned to advertise in the convection ovens installed at proactive role and sent home
newspaper and take sealed Calloway County Middle information, worked with the
School and how they have custodial staff to ensure proper
bids.
• At the end of the meeting, eliminated frying food alto- cleaning and offered an immuBowers said he had heard city gether and removed the fryers nization clinic that served
employees get half a day off at CCMS. Additional convec- almost 400. Hoskins added that
on Christmas Eve and he tion ovens are expected to be student attendance had recentwould like them to have a installed in the elementary ly returned to a steady 95 perwhole day. Mayor Danny schools over break.
cent, which was a good place
Nurse Vicki Williams spoke
Hudspeth said they could look
to be after all the flu-related
on
the
health
aspect.
She
startat that in the future, but that it
absences.
could be cost-prohibitive. ed by explaining how well
Randy McCallon, director of
children
function
better
and
Lanier said it would cost the
pupil personnel, presented
therefore
learn
better
and
test
city about $4,200 to give
better. The elementary schools changes to the comprehensive
employees the half day this
have been participating in the district improvement plan and
year.
"Take 10" program that comprehensixe
school
• Councilman Jason Pittman
encourages a 10 minutes of improvement plan. He said the
mentioned to Claud at the activity
two to three times each
documents are fluid and thus
Public Safety Committee day. This
can be combined
ever-changing to stay current
meeting that vandals had been with instructional
activity to
egging cars near his home on integrate with curriculum. with the times.
Sixth Street for more than a Other health initiatives being
"This is an ongoing process
month. He said it started in taken include offering numer- so is reviewed on an ongoing
late October but has not let up ous health fairs in conjunction basis. This is a driving docusince and usually happens with Murray-Calloway County ment for all the schools,"
very late at night. He said that Hospital and participation in McCalion said.
so far. no one in the neighbor- programs like the Heart Walk
The revised document will be
hood had spotted the culprits.
and Murray in Motion.
available on the school's web
"I haven't slept in my car
Williams said a faculty exersite
at
yet, but I will soon enough," cise program that encourages
www.calloway.kyschools.us.
he ,,aid
114:•alth,, eating and exercise for
In other business, the board:
•
approved a BG-1 to transfer
•
a $6,674 remainder from the
North Elementary School road
access project to the general
fund,
• heard transportation, food
v ice, maintenance and
1,,v4,44t 16111M.S.
attendance reports.
• approved the withdrawal of
nonresident student in public
session after determining an
executive session not necessary and
,
0•4•••
MM. Ow a. 4W WWI.Of II
• adjourned into executive
session to discuss potential lit.gation.
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Murray State University receives outstanding PRAXIS test result*

Police,Sheriff, RISU Logs

--Kirsten Bench
lc standards of graduate knowledge required adults with speech
Murray Police Department
problems..
MSti Put:4re Relations
by the cumculum Foi the university to
- A cnminal mischief report
Dunng students. first year in the prograrii.
was taken at Stone's Auto VVash
MURRAY Ky. - Reports trom the remain accredit
at 9.14 a.m. Nov 13
ed. a 70 percent pass rate they gain eXpcIiciit.c oil campus
after someone reported damage to the Educational Testing Service
(ETS) indicate must be maintained. The average pass rate
building.
Alexander Hall and in speech and heart
that
all
Murray State University's speech- of previous years
- A theft report was taken
hovers around 90 percent. clinics held on campus. The following ye
at 10.04 a.m. at 501 North Fifth language pathology graduat students
e
Students
tested in this term not only helped students branch out and
St. atter a stolen or lost license
get exposure
plate was reported.
passed the required PRAXIS exam in the the universit
- A motor vehicle accident
y hold its accreditation, but campus in hospitals, schools and other
with an injury was reported at
met
most recent testing period.
raised the pass standards to 100 percent.
5:44 p.m. at 4313 Pottertown
ical settings.
Rd
-•
The
speechlanguage
patholog
y
program
"I think part of the students' success as due
- A motor vehicle accident
"Congratulations to the students and ict:
with an injury was reported at is accredited by the Council of Academi
c to the clinical pracucum experience they faculty for
7:07 a.m. Nov. 14 at Olive and
all the work they do to accong:
12th streets
Accreditation (CAA). A requirement of the receive while
here at the university," said plish such a magruficent result.
- A motor vehicle accident with
A result 1114
an injury was reported at council is that all master's degree students in
Dr.
Pearl A. Payne, professor and chair of this speaks volumes on
9:05 a.m. at Pottertown Road.
the caliber of CIA
the program must pass the PRAXIS exam. the departm
ent of wellness and therapeutic program. faculty and students
- A theft report was taken at
," said
11:10 a.m. Nov. 16 at the police The purpose of the exam is for students to
sciences. "Students gain expenence by pro- lames Broughton,
station after someone reporte
dean of the college
d a purse stolen from a car demonstrate that they have met the academviding
services to students, children and health sciences and human
overnight_
services.
4
- A theft report was tak.en at 1:20 p
m. at 804 South Fourth
St. after someone reported stolen
medication.
- A forgery was reported at 7.18 p.m.
at the station.
KNOXVILLE. Tenn.(AP)-- Panel on Climate
- A theft report was taken at 8:34 p.m.
Change. gy efficiency research and by the White House
at Taco John's.
as a "colt
President Barack Obama said Former Vice Presiden
- A motor vehicle accident with
t Al Gore development program.
an injury was reported at Thursday he
nerstone of engineering-e
planned
to nomi- was another winner, all hon10:08 p.m. on 641 South.
The nomination must be con- nomic analysis of low-c
nate to the Tennessee Valley ored for sounding
- A shoplifter was reported at 3:07 p m. Nov.
the alarm firmed by the U.S. Senate.
17 at Fred's.
energy options for the Unil
Authority Board of Directors a over global
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury
warming and
In 2006, she helped launch States."
was reported at professor who shared
the
2007 spreading awareness about how the
9:10 p.m. Nov. 18 on 641 South.
Southeast
Energy
Brown also is a commissio*
Nobel Peace Pnze.
to counteract it.
- A theft report was taken at 10:57 p.m.
Efficiency Alliance.
at at 1051 North
er on the National CommissicI4
The White House 'announced
16th St. atter someone reported a stolen
Since
2006, Brown has been
Brown has written more than on Energy Policy.
bicycle.
the president's plans to nomi- a professor of
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was
energy policy at 200 publications, including the
reported at nate Manlyn A. Brown
TVA is the nation's larg
for one the Georgia Institute of recently
10:49 p.m. Nov 19 at Food Giant.
published
book public utility serving nearly
of two vacant seats on the nine- Technology.
• A criminal mischief report was taken at 7:09
"Energy and Amencan Society: million
a.m. Nov. 20 member board.
customers
Before that. she worked at the Thirteen Myths."
at 305 North Sixth St. after a caller reporte
d that someone
Tennessee,
Alaban4
She
shared
the Nobel prize U.S. Department of Energy'
had egged his or her car several times since Hallowe
At the Oak Ridge lab. she co- Mississippi,
s
en.
Kentuck%
for her work with the United Oak
- A thett report was taken at 11:43 a.m. at Murray
Ridge
National led the report Scenarios for a Georgia. North
Place Nations
Carolina arid'
Intergovernmental Laboratory, managing an ener- Clean
Apartments after someone reported stolen signs.
Energy Future, described Virginia.
- Two reports for theft under $500 were taken at
12:08 p m.
at the station.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 12:19
p.m at
Murray Place Apartments after someone reported mischie
f to
From Front
a vehicle.
- A structure fire was reported at 2:44 p.m. at
dinator. Since the shooting,
815 South
Ninth St.
she has led school safety lec- A theft rop.,
.Drt w's ,
t ken at 9:17 a.m. Nov. 21 at 104 Suuiii
tures at conferences tor the
Fifth St. after someone reported a theft by an employe
e.
Missouri Safety Council, New
• A motor vehicle accident with an rtjury was reporte
d at
York and California School
9:25 a.m. on Main Street.
Public Relations associations
- A theft report was taken at 2:59 p.m. at Olympic Plaza
at
and National Risk Managers.
506 North 12th St. after a customer left without paying
a bill.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 2:44 p.m.
Nov. 22 Twice she was chosen to parat 1709 Wiswell Rd.
ticipate in the Washington,
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 7.10
D.C.. President's School
p.m. at
Central Park.
Safety Initiatives.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 8:02 a.m.
After working a year for the
Nov. 23
at 609 Lafolette Dr. after someone reported egged
vehicles.
Kentucky
Department of
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 12:23
p.m. at
Education as a technology
Murray Place Apartments after someone reporte
d an egged
coordinator and educational
vehicle.
consultant for Murray State's
- A burglary report was taken at 3:14 p.m. at 716
Sycamore
service region. McCuiston
St.
- A stolen wallet was reported at 9:15 p.m. at the
started
Pt
Murray State's
station.
- A theft report was taken at 11:16 p.m. at Captain
school safety resource center
D's after
it was reported that someone stole from an
in 2002. She also co-teaches a
employee's
purse.
crisis management class.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reporte
d at
She holds degrees in speech
4.42 p.m. Nov. 24 a! Fleming Furniture.
AP Photo/Pete,Derang
and
communication, elemen- POLAR HUG: French photographer Yann Arthus-Bertrand hugs an activIst
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 10:58
dressed as a polar
p.m. at 423 tary education and
bear
holding
sign
a
urging
the U.S. to stick to the safe limit of 350 parts per million CO2
library' sciSouth Ninth St.
in the
ence. Her husband, Kent, was atmosphere, at the main venue hall of the UN Climate Summit in Copenhagen,
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reporte
Thursday Dec.
d at
10.
2009
an
agricult
11:46 a.m. Nov. 25 at Main and 15th streets.
ure teacher at Heath
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 12:15 p.m.
at the for 23 years. Their daughter.
station.
Frances McCuiston Smith. is
- A theft report was taken at 3:05 p.m. at 803 Poplar St.
an associate professor of orga- A fraud report was taken at 3:31 p.m. at 1205 Chestnu
t St. nizational communication at
after someone reported fraudulent use of a credit card.
Murray State.
- A burglary in progress was reported at 7:33 p.m. Nov. 26
at the Calloway County Animal Shelter after it was reported
that someone climbed the fence and went in the building.

Obama to choose Nobel winner for TVA boarcg

II Safety...

— Information is obtained from reports, logs and citation
s
from various agencies.
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Let's celebrate your special occasions!

JAPAKJESE STEAK & SUSHI

Group parties welcome!
Hibachi Lunch & Dinner, and Sushi
Prepared and served
before your very own eyes!
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706 N. 12th Street,
Murray, KY "2071
(JC Penny Mall)

Now
HERITAGEBANK
Friday, December

Lunch:
Everyday llam - 2pm
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Dinner:
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Obituaries
Kenneth Weisenberger
keui.co,
•9. Murray.

Paid Obituaries

Mrs. Judith L Thompson

Derik Carson Mania
rhe !uncl.t! !r 1)::;;k Carson Manis will be today tEnday I at 2

died Thursday. Dec 10.
2009. at his home. Hentage Family Funeral Home is in charge
of
arrangenients

'The funeral tor Mrs_ Judith E. Thompson was today (Fnday)
a!
II a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield. Rev. Mita.
Wilford and Rev. Curtis Rice officiated. Pallbearers were Joey
and
Jeremy Watts. Jackie Dale and J.R. Gibson, Micheal Camp, Jet!
Taylor anti Tommy Terrell. active: Joe Lynn and Michael
Hargan
Timothy anti Jacob Thompson. Ben and Seth Camp. Dallas Pates
and Limy Wade. honorary. Bunal svas in the Calvary Cemetery
.
Mrs. Thompson. 67. Murray. formerly of Graves County. died
Tuesday. Dec. 8. 2009, at 8 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Counts
Hospital. A homemaker, she was a member of Murray Church
of thc
Nazarene.
Her parents. Henry Nolan and Genes:a Ella Taylor
Hargan. preceded her in death. Survivors include two daughters. Cheryl
Renee
Camp. Murray. and Buffy Wade, Puryear, Tenn.: one son.
Timothy
Nolan Thompson. and one brother. Joe Lynn Hagan.
both of Wingo:
four grandchildren.

Clent Earl Colson
A service of remembrance for Clent Earl Colson will be
Saturday
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Rev. Kerry
Lambert will officiate. Visitation will be between I to
3 p.m. Saturday at the funeral home. Online condolences may be made at wwwimesmillercom.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Humane Society' of Calloway County, P.O. Box 764.
Murray, KY 42071 or at www.humanesociety@murray-ky.
net.
Mr. Colson. 70, Murray, died Tuesday. Dec. 8, 2009. at his
home.
Born June 27, 1939 in Golden Pond, he was the son
of the late
Dewey and Ada Mohan Colson. Also preceding him in death
were
two brothers, Clyde and Seldon Colson.
; A Navy' veteran, he received his MBA from Murray
State
University in 1984. A master plumber and electrician. he
became an
accomplished building contractor and published author
of "Tales
from Between the Rivers." He followed his construction
and wnting
years by retiring as a post master at Almo.
Dunng his retirement he served as a deputy shenff in Callowa
y
County. Survivors include his wife. Joan SirIs Colson. to
whom he
Vas married Sept. 23. 1966; two sisters, Irene Edmonds and
husband, T.O., and Maxine Sumner and husband, Bill. all of
Cadiz.

Paid Obituary
Joe M. Pallier
:' The funeral for Joe M. Parker will be Saturday at 11
a.m. in the
ohapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Gabe Vasquez, Andy Johnson,
Ralph Ragsdale, Gerald Coles, William Thomas
Parker and Guinn Jones. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Fnday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Glendale
Road Church of Chnst, 1101 Glendale Rd..
Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Parker, 88, London Dnve, Murray, died
Wedrtesday, Dec. 9, 2009. at 5:20 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Parker
He was co-owner/operator of Parker's
Supermarket-with his wife. Dorothy, from 1947 until
their retirement in 1990: was co-owner of WSJP a.m.
and WBLN f.m. radio stations from 1978 to 1997; an
Army veteran of World War IL and a graduate of
:
;
Hazel High School and a member of Glendale Road
'Church of Christ.
e
e Preceding him in death were his wife, Dorothy
Nell McDaniel
raarker. who died May. 14. 2009. and his parents. J.0. Parker
and
ary 'Thurman Parker. He was born Oct. 19, 1921, in Calloway
county. Survivors include one daughter, Cindy Lowe and husband,
glodney, Murray: one son, Sanuny J. Parker and wife. Janie,
plashville, Tenn.: five grandchildren, Wendy Parker Vasquez
and
pusband. Gabe. Melody Parker Johnson and husband, Andy, and
L.aurie Parker, all of Nashville., and Jordan Lowe and Heather
Lowe. both of Murray; four great-grandchildren. Avery, Ashley
prace and Aidan Vasquez, and Elsie Johnson.
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p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Brett Miles
will officiate. Pallbearers will be Brett Nance, Rob
Gingles. Shane Harper. Ben Keller. Chase Wallace.
Jeremy Miller. Drew Myatt, Colby Donelson,
Chance Randolph, Adam Doss and Ryan Gray.
Bunal will follow at a pnvate family cemetery at
the Manis homeplace. Visitation is now at the
funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be
made in honor of his daughter. Presley Madden
Manis, at the Murray Bank, 405 S. 12th St.,
Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences may' be
made at www.irnesmillercom.
Manls
Mr. Manis, 26, Murray. died Wednesday. Dec. 9,
2009, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was
an equipment
operator for Swift Environmental and previously
employed at
Bnggs and Stratton He was of Baptist faith and was a
2002 graduate of Calloway County High School. His patemal
grandparents
Tom and Myrtle Manis, preceded him in death. He was born
Feb. 12.
1983. Survivors include one daughter. Presley Madden
Manis; his
parents. Tommy and Regina Lockhart Mattis; four
sisters, Paula
Dowdy and husband, Michael, Angie Outland and husband,
Blaine.
Candi Outland and husband. David, and Kaci Mathis;
and maternal
grandparents. Sonny and Betty Lockhart, all of Murray;
10 nieces
and nephews along with several aunts. uncles and cousins.

Dr. Janice (Jan) F. Weaver

MiellPoini Inc.

57.61 +
54.% + 0.27

HILLIARD LYONS
financial Consultants (L-RJ.
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
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Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- tering with data mining "has the
Drug companies would no potential to harm patients,"
longer be able to mine pharmacy since the information is used by
records to track which doctors federal agencies to track patient
are prescnbing their medica- safety.
tions, under a proposal unveiled
However, the Senate amend;
Thursday' by two Senate ment only bars the sale of pre;
Democrats.
scribing records "for marketing
The amendment to the Senate purpows.
health care bill would effectiveConsumer advocates say the
ly ban pharmaceutical data min- Senate effort could raise the pro;
ing, the dnig company practice file of data mining in Congrest
of buying prescnption records to and among state lawmakers. :
target sales pitches to doctors.
New Hampshire and Vennorg
Sens.
Herb
Kohl
of already passed state restrictiont
Wisconsin and Dick Durbin of on data mining, despite vigorous
Illinois say the measure will legal challenges by IMS Health,
combat "harassing sales prac- Venspan and others.
tices" and "restrain undue influA similar law in Maine was
ence" of pharmaceutical sales- struck down by a distnct court,
persons.
but has been appealed by the
Companies like IMS Health state's attorney general.
Inc. and Verispan LLC have
"I think both at both federal
built multimillion-dollar busi- and state levels you'll see connesses around gathering pre- tinued momentum because it's
scription data and selling the clear the issue of drug marketing
information to pharmaceutical influence hasn't been addressed
companies. Pfizer Inc.. Merck & yet," said Marcia Hams, director
Co. Inc. and others use the data of prescription access at
to identify doctors who are pre- Community Catalyst, a nonprofscribing their drugs, as well as it health care advocate.
treatments from other compaOpponents of data mining
nies. When salespeople visit a say tightening state budgets
doctor's office they tailor their have highlighted the role pharpresentation to the doctor's indi- maceutical markzters play in
vidual prescribing habits.
driving up health care costs.
Still, the amendment from
'The more pressure there is
Kohl and Durbin faces an uphill on Medicaid budgets and private
climb to become law. The insurance premiums. the more
Senate has been debating the state legislators are realizing
health care bill sincc thc begin- iliac industry marketing
proning of last week and is expect- motes expensive drugs over
less
ed to resume Monday.
expensive ones," Hams said.
The
House
of
Data mining executives say
Representatives already passed that without their products
drug
its version of the bill, which companies would have
to hire
opted to study the issue of data even larger sales forces,
because
mining, not limit it.
they wouldn't be able to target
A spokesman for Norwalk. their efforts.
Conn.-based IMS said that inter-

••
ntis scientists
back global warming

ny and suppress others' work.
Climate skeptics - those who
deny that human activity is
responsible for global warming
- have seized on the correspondence as evidence that scientists
have conspired to hide the facts.
Top officials in Britain and at
the U.N. have acknowledged
that the incident has datnaged
public perception of the science
but say the facts are solid.
Scientists have also been dismayed by the reaction to the emails, and several groups including
the
American
Association
for
the
Advancement of Science have released statements in support of the evidence behind
man-made global warming.
Of the more than 1,700 signatories behind Thursday's
statement, a Met Office spokeswoman said "a significant
majority work directly in the climate science field." However
she said she could not provide a
detailed breakdown.
The spokeswoman said those
scientists who didn't work
directly in the climate science
field were familiar with the
impact of global warrning on
their respective disciplines. She
spoke anonymously in line with
department policy.
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Dems move to block
drug industry snooping

Dr. Janice (Jan) F. Weaver, 78, Murray, died Wednesd
ay, Dec. 9.
2009, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bom July 13. 1931 in Owensboro, she was the
daughter of the late M.J. and Lucy Farmer. She was
also preceded in death by a brother, Harold Farmer,
arid sister-in-law, Dorothy, of Newburgh, Ind.
The former dean of the college of education at
Murray State University. Dr. Weaver holds the
Ed.D. and the M.A.T. degrees from Indiana
University in Bloomington. and a B.A. from
Kentucky Wesleyan in Owenstioro.
Dr. Weaver dedicated her life io the field edu_
cation. She began her teaching career in her homeWeaver
town in 1952 at Owensboro High School. and
worked in the public school setting in Kentucky and Indiana until
1961. She began her university career at Indiana University.
and
then moved to Glassboro State College (now Rowan State)
in New
Jersey in 1964.
Dr. Weaver scaled the academic ranks there to end up as Dean
of
the College of Professional Studies before coming to Murray State
in 1985 as a professor and Dean of Education, where she remained
until her retirement in 1997.
Her many awards included a Golden Horseshoe Award
from
MSU and the Distinguished Teacher and Distinguished Alumnus
awards from the college of education at Indiana University.
She was
the only person ever elected president of all of the following
professional organizations: Professors of Education, Deans of
Teacher
Education of Colleges and State Universities, and the
Amencan
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education (AACTE).
LONDON (AP)- Fighting
She also served as a board member for all those organiza
tions back against climate skeptics.
along with service on the boards of the National Certifica
tion over 1,700 scientists in Bntain
Association for Teacher Education and the National Standard
s have signed a statement defendBoard for Education. In addition, she was chosen "Educator of the ing the evidence that climate
Year in Kentucky" in 1989.
change is being caused by
Dr. Weaver presented countless speeches and papers at interna- humans. Britain's weather office
tional, national and local meetings and conventions. and has testified said Thursday.
before national arid state legislatures and education authorities.
It was the latest attempt to
including representing AACTE as an adviser to the Japanese remind the world of the
reality
Education Consortium in Tokyo, Japan.
of global warming after a cache
Weaver and her husband, Richard (Dick) INeaver, have given of leaked e-mails was
seized
substantial financial support to Mumay State University includin
g upon by skeptics as proof of a
the establishment of three scholarships, as well as generous dona- scientific: conspiracy
to stifle or
tions to MSU Athletics arid gifts to a wide variety of campus funds twist the data on climate
change.
and organizations.
"We, members of the U.K.
Survivors include her husband of 51 years, Dick Weaver;
a scienct community, have the
nephew. Randy Farrner and wife, Rosalie; nieces, Leah Karon utmost confiden
ce in the obserFamier, and Laura Joyner and husband. Todd.
vational evidence for global
Funeral will be Monday at 10:30 a.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral warming and the scientific
basis
H
Itoom
mee. Visitation will be Sunday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the funeral for concluding
that it is due pnmanly to human activities. The
In lieu of flowers. donations may' be made to either of the fol- evidence and
the science are
lowing scholarships at Murray State: The Janice F. Weaver deep anti
extensive." the stateE,ducation Scholarship. or the Janice F. and Richard F. Weaver ment
posted to the Met Office
Student Athlete Academic Scholarship. through the MSU Web
site said.
Foundation at 106 Development Center, Murray. KY 42071.
"They come from decades of
painstaking and meticulous
research, by' many thousands of
scientists across the world who
adhere to the highest levels of
professional integnty."
E-mails stolen from the
University of East Anglia and
released to the Internet last
month appeared to show top climate scientists discussing ways
to shield data from public scruti-
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Holiday Tour of Homes
scheduled here on Sunday
One of the outstanding esents of the
month of December each year is the Tour
of
Homes,sponsored by the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. This year's
proceeds will go to Murray Hospice
Residential Facility and Kids Against
Hunger of Murray.
Homes included on the tour are those of
Jason and 'Tina Carter at 181 Stoiwy Creek
Lane, Charles and Becki Reed, 2260 St. Rt.
94 West. and Chuck and Angie Foster, 1614
Jo's
Datebook The Lane. Tickets at $8 can be purchased at
By JO Burkeen the door of &any of the homes. Tickets at $7
can be purchased in advance at Century 21
Communcty
Loretta Jobs Realtors or from any Kappa
Editor
member. Kappas will make a donation to a
charity identified by each of the homeowners to
thank them for
serving as hosts to this Nlurray tradition.

5
1
1

Holly Holiday Hospice event planned

Holly Holiday Hospice 5K Run/Walk, 10K Run will
be Saturday.
Dec. 19 at 9 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center
for Health & Wellness. Entry fee is $25 ($5 no-shirt
option) and
long sleeved tech shirt guaranteed with pre-registrati
on. Make
checks payable to MC Endowment for Healthcare
and drop off
entry forms and fees to Center for Health & Wellness
or the MurrayCalloway Endowment Office: or mail to Center
for Health &
Wellness Holly Ffoliday Hospice Run. 716 Poplar St..
Murray, KY
42071.

Salvation Army Unit needs volunteers

The Calloway County Salvation Army Service Unit is
seeking
volunteers to ring bells for Saturday, Dec. 19, from 4 to
9 p.m. and
then again for the week of Christmas, Dec. 21 to 23 from 4 to
9 p.m.
and Christmas Eve from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. All ringing
will be at WalMart. The proceeds will go toward the local service unit's budget
of
meeting community. needs. Persons may contact Kerry Lambert
at
753-7265 and leave a message if you are interested in voluntee
ring.

Playhouse to present program

"The Best Christmas Pageant Ever" will be presented tonight
(Friday.) and Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
at
Playhouse in the Park, Murray. The public is urged to attend. To
purchase tickets visit www.playhouseinthepark.net.

Humane Society offers photos

The Humane Society of Calloway County. will take photographs
with Santa Claus on Sunday from noon to 6 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center,607 Poplar St., Murray. For a donation of $8.95,
you will receive a framed 4x6 digital photo while you wait. Your
donation will benefit the Fixed for Life Spay/Neuter and Cat
Adoption Programs of the Humane Society. With the purchase of
One framed photo with Santa and your pet. you are welcome to
taice
additional pictures of Santa and the pet with your own camera at no
Additional charge. For inforrnation e-mail humanesociety @murrayky.net or call 759-1884.

• 'Breakfast with Santa'Saturday

, The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will host
',13reakfast with Santa" on Saturday from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
at the
'Club house on Vine Street, Murray. The cost will be $5 per person
Which includes breakfast, crafts. games and picture with Santa.
'tickets are available at Vintage Rose Emporium. Thomton Tile &
Marble, any Sigma member or at the door. All proceeds benefit
community projects. For more information call 753-7684.

' Lodge 827 plans event

e-mail: je.berkeenemurrayledget.ceet

Delta Department honors Cole
at meeting by making donation
The Delta Department of the
Murray' Woman's Club honored
Ruth E. Cole, USNR Nurse
Corps Capt. retired at its
November meeting at the club
house.
Cole has been a long-time
member
of
the
Delta
Department and was honored on
Veterim's Day for her service to
her country.
She became a
nurse in 1944 and entered the
Navy Nurse Corps in 1945.
She then reported to Great
Lakes Navel Hospital where she
treated Marines and Sailors
recuperating from injuries sustained in military action.
After World War II, Cole

Ruth L Cole USNR

remained in ready reserse for
over 35 years and was recalled
to active duty during the Korean
Conflict in 1950. She received
the rank of lieutemun and was
stationed at Millington Tenn_
USN hospital where she served
for two years.
She was pmmoted to captain
in 1969 and served on the selection board at Navy Personnel in
Arlington. Va.
In her honor, the Delta
Department donated a bnck to
the Murray Hospice House project. Cole was instrumental in
setting up the hospice program
in Murray.

Hazel
Woman's
Club plans
The Hazel Woman's Club is
holding its annual Christmas
Decoration Contest.
Residents within the Hazel
city limits are invited to display
outdoor Christmas decor to be
judged on Tuesday. Dec. 15,
beginning at 6 p.m.
To be judged, residents simply need to have outdoor decorations and lights tumed on by 6
p.m. when the judging begins.
Winners will be awarded
-cash prizes of $75 for first $ 50
for second, and $25 for third.
A special note, the "Magical
Chrisnnas" at the home of John
and Barbara Paschall will not be
in the judging this year as to
hopefully encourage more residents to participate.

Photo provkiedi
DONATION MADE: Representaiives from the Calloway County
High School Clas.s of 1971
presented a donation on behalf of their class to the Santa Project.
Pictured from left arv
Michelle Hansen, Evie Erwin Paschall, David Jackson who spearh
eaded the donation, Gale
Broach Cornelison, Debbie Nance Griffin Jan Wilson and Barbara
Hendon."

NBPTS to announce Kentucky's
2009 Class of National Board
Certified Teachers Wednesday

ARLINGTON. VA - The
National Board for Professional
Teaching
Standards
will
announce Kentucky's 2009
National
Board
Certified
Teachers
(NBCTs)
on
WOW Lodge 138 will meet
Woodmen of World Lodge 138 wiil has e its Chnstmas family Wednesday.
Reporters are encouraged to
.night Saturday' at 6 p.m. at Hannon Hall. Murray. The meal will be
catered and members are asked to bring desserts. Santa will also contact James R. Minichello at
visit.
(703i 465-2171 or jminichello4nbpts.org for more informaWOW Lodge 728 will meet
tion. NBPTS leadership staff
Woodmen of World Lodge 728 will meet Monday at 6 p.m. at from its Arlington. Va.
headHarmon Hall, 330 C.C. Lowry Dr.. Murray. Reservations may be quarters
and state regional
made by calling 753-6943.
offices, as well as new' NBCTs
from across the country, will be
,. Masonic Lodge has called meeting
available for interviews.
Murray Lodge No 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will have a
National Board Certification
•called meeting tonight (Friday) at 6:30 p.m. Work will be in the
has evolved from individual
Entered Apprentice Degree. All members are urged to attend.
teachers achieving certification
into a systemic education
Reformers' group will meet
Reformers Unanimous, a faith based addictions program. will reform movement by developmeet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The ing. recognizing and retaining
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for many of the nation's best teacha ride call the church office at 753-1834.
ers.
National
Board
Certification is changing the
Shrine Bingo on Friday
culture of teaming in classMurray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club rooms, schools and districts
by
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.
leveraging National Board
Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 will be providing a free
"Breakfast with Santa" on Saturday from 9 to II a.m. at 330 C.C.
Lowry Center. Murray. Featured will be breakfast, door prize,
'candy. goodies and Santa. The public is invited

Certified Teachers to build NBPTS
Web
site
at
human capital--especially in www.nbpts.org.
high-need schools.
NBPTS is an independent,
In June 2008, the Natipnal nonprofit. nonpartisan and nonResearch Council (NRC) of the governmental
organization.
National Academies affirmed NBPTS advances the quality of
that NBF'TS and its advanced teaching and teaming by develteacher certification program oping professional standard
s for
have had a positive impact on accomplished teaching; creating
student achievement, teacher and administering National
retention and professional Board Certification, a voluntar
y
development. The NRC study. system to certify teachers
who
found that students taught by meet those standards: and
inteNational
Board
Certified grating certified teachers into
Teachers make higher gains on educational reform efforts.
achievement tests than students Today. tens of thousands
of
of non-board-certified teachers.
National
Board
Certified
National Board Certification Teachers are making a positive
is recognized as a model of pay- difference in the lives of
stufor-performance and is support- dents across the nation.
ed by teachers and administrators nationwide Many states
and local school districts provide salary incentives and cover
the cost for teachers who pursue
and achieve this advanced
teaching credential.
For more information about
the 2009 NBCTs. visit the
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PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

40% OFF

2216 Quail Creek Drive
NEW HOUSE ON THE BLOCK! Newly constructed 3 bedroom, 2 bath home. Features include high ceilings. beautiful
hardwood floors. and split floor plan. Large lot in a great
neighborhood conveniently located close to town. Priced at
only $198,500. MLS #52468

711 Main St.

75371222

Photo prowled
NEW BOARD MEMBER:
Nissa Wallace is a new
member of the board of The
New Beginnings Transition
Homes. Inc.

All In Stock Merchandise
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Children s Clothing

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC 17
moviesinm urray.com_
The Princess & The Frog
G - 1:05 - 3:15 - 6:55 - 9:05

Old Dogs
PG - 1:35 - 3:35 - 7:20 - 9:25

New Moon
PG13 - 12:50 • 3:' - 7:05 - 9:

Invictus
PG 1:00 - 3:40 - 6:50 - 9:35
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

The Blind Side
PG1:3 • 1:15 • 3:55- 7:15- 9:55

Planet 51
PG - 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:10

2012
PG13 • 9:10

Brothers
R - 1 10 3

- 7 30 - 9 45

Pt.ogram Inteariation Call 153-3314 •

Home oj
All ihings
Nursery!

Accessones

Rated Baby Furn
iture
,„„„

lb BABY% DREAA4

Your Fu st Step Berns Het r,

•Convertible Beds
•Matc-hing Changing Tables, Dressers & more!
e4oc:Vni
tils/4-

•*eV
44.tyrrismu
107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Nlen.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m., Closed SUPT.

*****•••••

209 N 12th St

Best Chairs
Storytime Series
Gliders &
Recliners!

Murray, KY . 270-753-7534

1
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES

wWW.ERVIT

Church

striylinisitt

ww vcnistrayititgit.con

VilflOUS

onverrorro
ANGLICAN

ST. MARE'S ANGIJCAN CHURCH
izi 4 Mayfield liarhway, Swoon, KY 42025
270-527,a002
10-00 a m
Serva-e
Feast Dei Seroces =tact the Sector 1513389

10:00 a m
6 45 p.m
6 45 p.m

Thursday

*osmium; or NO

NEW PROVIDENCE
10.00• m
Sunday School
II am &6pm
Worship

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a.m
Sunday Evening Worship 8 00 p m
7.00 p m.
Wednesday Bible Study

OAR GROVE
10 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m & 7 p.m.

I a

POPLAR SPRING
10• m
Sunday. School
Worship 8.45 a m & 11 am &fipm

10 am.
& 6 p rn.

SALEM BAPTIST
9:30• m
Sunday School
Worohip
10:30 a.m & 6 p m
Wed Night Bible Study
7.00 p

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9-45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00•. m.
Morning Services
6.00 p m.
Evening Services

worm

GROVE
Sunday School
10:00•m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
6.00 p.m
Evening Ih'orship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p m
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. p rn.•10 p m

HESTER RAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m
Worship Service
6:00 p.m
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9 00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 cm & 6:00 p.m
Worship
5-00 p m.
Discipleship Training

SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & p m.
wee' ...ray
P—

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
11:00 a rn.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a m.
Everting Worship
6.00 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunda, Srlurii
10-00 a.ro.
11 00 a m & 6,00 p.ra.
Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
9,45 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8:30 & 10:56 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9 30 a m.
10.45 a m
Worship
GR.ACE 111APTIST
9 30 am
Sunday Schoo,_
10:45 a m. & 6 p.m
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHTJTICH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
13 • m & 6 p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worahm
8,00, 9:15 & 10:30 arn
Sun, Schools 8-00. 9,15 & 10:30 a.m.
03,00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10.30 a_rn & 6,30 p.m.
Church Training
5,30 p.m
7:00 p.m.
Wedneeday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday f3chool
10,00 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
ELRESEY BAPTIST
Morrung Worship
11:00 aro
Awana
5.30-7:30 p.m
nraining Union
5:45 p.m
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
LEZBETTER ALISSIONAR'Y BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11 a m & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
Wednesday Nista
'7:00 p.m

SOUTH!MARSHALL
Sunday School
10•rn.
Worship
11 a m , 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
School
9:00
Sunday
a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

We recently made a car trip that was
about ten hours long. The first eight
hours were traveled on highways and
thruways, with all of the traffic and
large trucks one could imagine. The
last two hours were spent on country
roads where we could drive at a much
more relaxed speed. Needless to say,
the last part of our trip was much more
enjoyable and scenic. In our modern
world, everything moves at such a fast
pace that we don't often get a chance to enjoy the
journey. Anticipation, desire and patience seem to be
lacking in our busy world; they have been replaced
by instant gratification. We can go across the country
in a matter of hours, prepare a meal in a matter of
minutes, and even purchase any expensive item we
desire without waiting until we have the money. The
old phrase "stop and smell the roses" should apply to
every part of our lives. If we are not enjoying the journey, we are missing out on something special. If we
leave God out of our journey of life, we are also missing out on something special. Perhaps when we do
arrive at our final destination, we may regret that we
dic.4n't talre the
c to really api.-,r-eciate and observe
God's love.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9 30 a.m.
Sundsy School
Worship
10:30 airn & 6 p.m
Wednesday
pm
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
ltlam
Worship
Ilam &6pm
7 p m.
Wednesday
VIC:WIRY BAPTIST CHURCH
10• m
Sunday School
Wonthip
11 a m & 8 p.m
Wedneeday
7pm

CATINILIC
SE HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4 00 p m
Saturday Masa
Suricaiv Maas
10 30 a m
firT. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Masi
600 p m
Sunda, Masses
Sam &nom

CIUUSTUIN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
31 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
10 a . m.
Bibie Study Sunday:
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Celebration Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9,30 a.m.
Worship
10,30 a.m.
Evening Sen.,.
6.00 p.m

CIEDITIAI NC=IMING

LIGHTHOUSE BAPEIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunciay School
118.m & 6 p.m,
Worahip
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m

Sunday Seto.,
10 30 a m
Reading Room Every Wed 12.3 p m
2nd Wedneaday
7 30 p m

LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9 00 a m
Morning Worship
9 50• m
Evening Worahip
6 00 p

CINCH or PUNT

UNITY OF FAETH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3p m
Wodnesday
7pm

RUSSEILL CHAPEL UNTTED
9 30 a tc
Worship
11 00• m
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible Schou!
9-30 a m
11 30am 47pm
Worship
Wed Bible %tidy
7pm
Fnday Worship
7pm

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45• m
Sunday School
10 45• m
Morning Wurithip

HARMONY =SNORTER CITURCH
milea
i aro iirioa
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship
10:45• m
Evening Service
7.30 p m
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP
Praise snd Worship 10 30 a m & 6 p m
Wedrinictio, Family Training
7p

cErrita

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m
Wednesdays
7:00 p m
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRAISCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
1000am
Sunday School
10 15 a m
Worship
11 00 a in
SADDLE CREEK CHUR,CH
Sunday Morning
11 00 a,m
Wednesday Evening
6 30 p.m.

IZIOVARA WITIMS1531

LI/TRUAX
R.S.V.
Psalm 25:4

9:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

SUGAR CR=
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 sm. & 6 prod
Worships
Wedneaday
7 p.m.
WEST FORE
1100 a.m.
Momthg Wortilup
7:00 p.m.
Wecineeday Evening
Sunday Eyerling
6.00 p m

PALESTINE UNITED
10 00•m
Sunday School
11 00 m
Worship

JEHOVAH'S IITENESS
Public Talk
9 30• m
Watchtower Study
10 30 a m

Make me to know thy ways,0 Lord;
teach me thy paths.

TIRMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m

IIETNINGST
COLDWATER CHURCFI OF CHRIST
9:30 a m
Sunday School
10:15 am
Morning Worehip
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Vied Bible Study
7.00 p m
DEXTER
12 30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7.0(3 p.m
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a.m.
Bible Study
Morning Worship
11 a.rn
Everung Worship
6 p.m.
Wedneeday Worship
7 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 &In.
Morning Service
10.415 •.m.
6:00 p m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7,00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
TUCIORT GROVI CHURCH OF CROFT
9:00 a m
Sunday Bible Clasa
Morning Worship
10 00 m
6.00 p m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wedneeday Night
KIMSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worahip
7,00 p.m.
Evening Wonthip
'Sunda) & Wednesdays')
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10'00•.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
950am &6pm
Worship
9 a.m.
-Bible Clamant
7 p.m.
Wedneaday
NNW PROVIDENCE
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
10:00 a m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:06 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 dm
M rn ins Worship
8,00 p.m.
Evening Worahip

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a ni
Evening WorshiP
6
p rn
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CTIRIST
Worship
Sam. 9arn &6pm
Bible Study
10 15 a m
Wed Bible Study
7pm
UNION GROVE
Morning Worahip
10.50•m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
UNIVERSM'
Btble Classes
9 00 m
Worship
10 00• m & 5.00 p m

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6,00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday Scholl
10:00 a.m
11.00 •.m
Morning Worithip
6-00 p.m
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10-00 sin
11,00 a ro
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8•50• m.
Worship Service
9 50 a.m
Sunday School

WEST ML7RRAY
Morning Worship
10 150 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• rri
1100am
Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9 00 m
Morning
Evening
6 00 p m
7 00 p m
Wednesday

rutin UNTTED METHODIST

NUKE Of MS MUST
LATTIII IA/ MOM
CHURCH 01? JESUS CHIGsT
OP LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
1G 00 a
11 10am
Sunday School
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p m

EPURXIIPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10 30 a m
Worship
9.00 a m
Sunday School
12 00 p rn
Theeday

INDEPENDENT

MARONE CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 a rn
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Seivice 6 30 p m

FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
700pm
Thursday Night
10 00 a m
Sunday Morning
700pm
Sunday Evening

slin.,on

Enjoy the Journey

OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11.00• m
Preaching
5.30 p m
Prayer Service
6 00 p m
Church

BAPTIST
ray=

BLDOD
11:00•m
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
CHEFURY CORNER
Sunday School
Worship

LAND
SUNLIFTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 p m
Wednesday Sptntual Training 7 p m
Wed Pi awe, Viorahip & tallair
p

MOUNT HMIS FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30 a m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISMIONARY
11:00am
Monung Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
NORTH/UDE
10 00 a ni
Homing Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worithip

ANSTIILIC
irci.Lowsime

APOSTOLIC HOME
Sunday

mom=

LONE 0A.K PRIMITIVE
2 00 p m
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
SIEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worahip
1050em
8 00 p m
Everung Worship

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 900• m
Worship
Sat 10 15 a m
Sabbath &boo!

45 & 11 a m
9 150 a m

Worship
Sunday School

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m.
GOSHICIN METHODIST
9 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
Sunday School
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00 a in
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10.00 a.rn
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.

CHRISTIAN COMAIRNITT CHURCH
10 30 a m
Worship Sunday
Childreria Sunday School 11 00 m

EIRKSET UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
11.00 •.m
Morning Worahtp

FREEINIM HOUSE
hool
10:00 a m
Sunday S
,
11.00 a.m
Worsh p

LYNN GROVE
9 00 m
Sunday School
Morning Worahip
9-30 a m

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a m.
Worship
Wisdneaday • Home Groups 6 00 p m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9.00 a.m.
Worahip Service
10.30 a.m
Sunday School
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TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9 00 atn
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching

WAYMEti CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10 00• m.
Sunday School
11 (X) a m.
Morning Service

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.in.
Sunda, School
10:46•in.
Morring Worahip
6-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worahip

PENTECINTAL
BETILEL FELLO .v SHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10 00 a
Sunday School
Church
1100am &13,00pm
7 00 p.m
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 00 a m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship Service
5 00 p m
Sunday Night
7 00 p m
Wedneciday Night
CALVARY TEAIPLE
10700 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Worahip
Evening & Youth Service 7 00 p m
DIETER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST LIPC
10'00 R.711.
Sunday School
II 00 a.m.
Worship
7 00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
METH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
JENNY FUDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
1030am &8pm
Worahip
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a ni
Sunday School & Worship
6pm
Evening Worship
7pm
W'ednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a m
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed. 7 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.00 a m.
Sundae Sch..'
Worship
10.50am ki3pm
Wedneaday Worship
7p
IJNETED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a. m
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00.7:30 p.m.

PEICSITTENUI
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9 30 • in
Sunday School
Worship
10 45 a in
LIBERTY CUM/3ERLAND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worahip Service
11:00• m
NORTH PLEASANT GIROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
11 00 a m
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p m.
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worahip
11.00 a.m & 6:30 p.m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
Special thanks to The merchants- who make this page possibly.
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100 N. Stb St. • Murray. 5.1' 42071
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Office Technology Specialists

SINCE

NIP

1 -SOO-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

Our Family is Here To
Help Yours.
1707 W. Main • Murray • 270-753-1%2

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

,
416b4
Cain'svp
CHRYS EF DODGE EEP
1400 N 12TH MURRAY KY 753 64 t8

FOrif)
MFRCUHY
1NC01. N
1270) 753-1916 • wwv.,.murrayledger.com

CA1LOWAY MONUMENT CO. Thornton Tile and Marble
1944

Parker Ford
Lincolnaercury

70i Main SL • Murray • 753-5273

Building Blocks

East Main Street

10%
Discount
with Church
Bulletin
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Various
churches
has e the
music
with Lavonia
released information concerning Rowland As pianist. Children's
(heir worship services for the time will be by Brigitte Ray' and
,.(iming weekend as follows:
greeter will be Happy Bynum.
North Pleasant Grove Sunday Schtx)I with Gary Evans
Cumberland Presbyterian: As superintendent will be at
Rev. Charles Westtall. pastor. 10:30 a.m. and evening service
%sill speak about "Finding Peace at 6 p in
In A Troubled World" with
Brooks Chapel United
scripture from Philippians 4.-4-7 Methodist: Rev. Jason W.
• thc II a.m. worship service. Jones. pastor, will speak from at
CADMIC Cain will lead the the I I a.m. worship service.
singing with Margaret Nell Assisting
will
ht.
Bob
Floyd as pianist. Sunday Schotil Alexander, liturgist, Eddie
be at 10 a.m.
Ramsey, music leader. and Rita
Flint Baptist: Bro. Jim Culver, Janeen Burkeen. Eugene
Simmons, intenm pastor, will Dick and Hansel Keith as
speak at he 10 a.m. and 6:45 accompanists. Beth Morehead
p.m. worship services. Darrin will direct children's time and
Chapman will be song leader Marcia Crick will be greeter.
and Donnie Chapman as deacon Sunday School with Joel
the week. Sunday Sch(x)I
Jackson as supenntendent will
he at 10 a.m. with Brian be at 10 a.m.
Vr'hybark
supenntendent and
Westside Baptist: Kelly
Austin Chapman as song leader. Reed will be the guest speaker at
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro. the 10:30 a.m. service. The choir
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak will sing "Once Upon a Holy
abut "A Christmas that is Out of Night with Silent Night" and
World (series) The Michael D'Elia will present sperhis
Dragon's Pursuit of The Child" cial music. Assisting will be
with scripture from Revelation Ron Wright and Paul Rister,
12:1-4 at the I I a.m. •.vorship deacons of the week. Sunday
sc•rvice and about "T'he Reality Schoril will be at 9:30 a.m. and
.And Beauty in thc Psalms'. with the
Children's
C'hristmas
scripture from Psalm 145 at the Musical, "A Christmas Carol"
(, p.m. worship s* rvice. Barry will be at 6 p.m. Shelly Hams is
rhomas will be in charge of minister to Preschool &
"Kid's Comer", Jennifer Wilson Children and Scott Douglas is
will present special music and minister to youth. Sunday is
Ron Hardcastle will play the International Missions Sunday
clarinet. Sunday School will be
Westside and all undesignated
:it I() a.m.
offerings will go to the Lottie
Hazel United Methodist: Moon Christmas offenng with
rhe youth will be presenting the goal being $10,(XX).
their Christmas program at the
First
Christian:
The
9:45 a.m. worship service. Bro. Christmas Cantata will be preAlan Trull is pastor, and Johnna sented at the contemporary worNance will be in charge of ship celebration at 9 a.m. and
Children's Church. Toni Jones is the traditional worship celebraorganist. Sunday School will be tion at 10:45 a.m. Mark Dycus is
at 10 a.m.
choir director with Donnie
Mason's Chapel United Hendrix, Judith Hill and Julie
Methodist: Tiffany Dowdy. Warner. accompanists. Assisting
youth director, will present the will be Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin.
message for the Youth Moments senior minister, Bob Bright.
at the 11 A.M. worship service.
worship leader, Ckin Parker and
Karen Coles is pianist and Mike Ridley. elders; Michael
Sharon Myatt is organist. Larry Arnett. Rob Clause. Elizabeth
Chrisman
and
Johnny Dawson.
Gierhart.
Underwood are ushers. Bro. Fulton Hart and Kathy Perkins.
Alan Trull is pastor. Sunday diaconate.
School will begin at 10 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Goshen United Methodist: Christ: Garry Evans. involveRev. H.B. Fields. pastor. will ment minister, will speak about
speak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- "Who is It About'?" with scripice with Tom Villatlor as his ture from Matthew 22:34-40 at
assistant. Becky Miller and the 9 a.m. worship service and
Jesse Lewis will be greeters and John Dale, minister. will speak
acolytes will be Cheyenne aixiut "Sing and Make Melody
Chaney and Elizabeth Brunn. Jo in Your Hearts" with scnpture
Lovett will direct Children's from Ephesians 5:19-21 at the 6
Church. The Advent candle will p.m. worship service. Also
be lighted by the Bryant and B assisting will be Todd Walker,
minister,
Nick
amad families. Alison Chaney associate
will direct the choir with Pat Hutchens, youth minister. and
Brunn. Renee Doyle and Carla Jim Lawson, Corey' Underhll,
Halkias as accompanist. Sunday Terry McCallon, Joel Fisher.
Shawn Simmons. Bobby Smith.
School will be at 10:15 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist: Bill Looney, Zachary' Underhill.
McCuiston.
Gene
Rev. Jason W. Jones, pastor, will Kent
speak at the 9:30 worship serv- McDougal and Joe Crawford. A
ice. Bobby Rowland is liturgist, short worship service will be at
and Janna Schroader will lead 5 a.m. and Church School at 10

a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Mane Montgomery., copastor, will speak about "Order
of he Day! Celehration'" at the
10:45 a.m. worship service
Todd Hill is choir director with
Kala Dunn as pianist. Charles
and Molly Lamb will light the
advent wreath. Assisting will be
Sarah Montgomery. liturgist.
and Sam and Bonnie McNeely
and George and Brandon
Kipphut, ushers.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Tim
Welchel, AWANA Missionary
for this area of Kentucky. will
speak at the 11 a.m. service and
Rev. John Denham. pastor. will
speak ai hc 6 p.m. worship service. Kevin Crawford is music
director with Mary. Davis.
Emma Dean Clayton and
Glenda Rowlett, musicians. The
Praise and Worship Team will
lead the congregation in spci.ial
music. Sunday School with
James Rickman. director, will
he at 10 a.m. The church will
have its Christmas fellowship
dinner following the morning
service in the fellowship hall.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham. pastor. will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Eddie Morris
will give the children's sermon
at the morning service. Henry
Nance is music director with
Oneida White, Sherry Fortner
and Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Kathy Garrison, Marion
Hale and Oneida White will sing
a solo at the morning hour.
Assisting will be Chad:is Long,
deacon of the week; Gene
Collins, Philip Harrell, Boibby
Warren and James Beane,
greeters; Jimmy Kimbro, Roger
Fox, Tom Robinson and Eddie
Morris, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.
First Baptist: Pastor Sam
Rainer will speak about
"Willing Servant" with scripture
from Luke 1:26-38 at the 8:30'
and 10:55 a.m. worship services
and "66 in 52" at he 6 p.m. worship service. Lisa Ray and
Margaret Wilkins are accompanists. The sanctuary choir will
sing "Breath of Heaven". the
Children's Choirs. Grades 1-6
will sing "0 Come. All Ye
Faithful" and the Handbell
Choir will play "Silent Night.
Holy Night" at the second service. Also assisting will be
Amber Sugg giving the children's sermon and the Praise
Team leading at the early service. Boyd Smith, associate pastor of students. Rick Melton and
Bill Adams. deacons, and Joe
Browning and Norma Wallis.
Bible Study will be at 9:45 a.m.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen.
pastor. will speak about "He Has
Come And Look what He Has
Brought" with scripture from
/suiah 9:6-7 ad Luke 2:1-21 at
the I 1 a.m. worship service.

Denise Schuttler is choir director and song leader and Judy
Lamh Is pianist. Sunday School
will he at II) a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen,
pastor, will speak about "He
Has Come And Look What He
He.s Brought" with scripture
from Isaiah 52:14-53:5 and
John 1:1-5 and 14 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. Musicians are
Ricky Cunningham and Rev.
Glenn Hill. Sunday School will

be at 10:30 a.m. Coffee Break
Bible
and Discussion Type
Study will be Friday at 10 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor. will
speak about "The Wisest Gifts"
with scripture from Matthew
1.- 18-25 at the traditional worship service at 11 A.M. and the
Early Light service at 8:45 a.m.
Dr. Pam Wurgler is pianist and
worship leader. Joan Bowker is
organist and Jennifer van Waes,
with the Handbells.
flutist

Assisting will bc KIM Black. lay
leader. Tom, Sherry and Parker
Adams. lighting of the Third
Advent candle at second service
and Adam and Leanne Scott at
the first service. Kristen
Schwartz giving the children's
message . Vicky Crafton, Roy
Riley. Acolytes will be Meredith
Purdom and Nicole McGee with
Belinda McGee as acolyte parent.

In our

CHURCHES
Memorial Baptist will have free Christmas pageant
Thc choir and members ot Memonal Baptist Church will present a free Chnstmas pageant,"A Great
and Mighty Wonder" on Sunday at 6 p.m. at the church, Main and 1(kh Streets, Murray.
Jeff Prater. minister of music said "Beloved and inspiring new songs are masterfully blended with
costumes and media to create an entertaining and moving Christmas expenence. The audience will be
'transported' to Bethlehem and invited to celebrate the great and mighty wonder of God's love through
the birth of Jesus."
Bro Martin Sevems, pastor, will speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. worship services on Sunday with
the observance of The Lord's Supper at both services. Special music will be by the choir at the 8:30
service and Ewa anti Diana at the 10:50 service.
Assisting will be Ron James. Sunday School report, Bill Dale. deacon of the week, and Troy Doss,
yokefellow. Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.m.

Loneliness during the holiday
Question: sense of Paul's loneliness. He
The
holi- asked Timothy' to come to him
days just quickly. Many of Paul's friends
make
me had left him. some for good reafeel lonely. sons and other out of evil intenIt's
not tions (2 Timothy 4:946). Even
much fun in pnson he continued to work
watching diligently. He proclaimed the
eseryone good news. studied and wrote
get letters. Although he tett
VVhat Would else
together betrayed and deserted, Paul was
Jesus Do? with family able to say. "May it not be held
By Richard
Youngbiood, when you against them"(2 Tim. 4:16). By
don't have faith he was able to look to the
Minister of
family and Lord who has promised to never
University
friends to forsake us. He said, "But the
Church of
Chnst
celebrate Lord stood at my side and gave
with. What me strength"(2 Tim. 4.-17)
would Jesus do?
Under circumstances similar
Answer: Please forgive the to those Paul faced, it would be
rest of us for not thinking of you easy for us to become judgmenand those like you at this time of tal. bitter or resentful and refuse
the year. We tend to get so busy to trust others again. However.
rushing here and there that we we only bnng on more pain by
pass you by without noticing. giving in to that spirit.
But there are many like you. Remember the words of Jesus in
Many have lost their families his loneliness on the cross,
throagh death. divorce or a "Father, forgive them, for they
move to a new town where they do not know what they are
may not have found new doing" (Luke 23:34); and stnve
friends. There are numerous to have a forgiving spint. Like
causes of loneliness; but no mat- Paul. we can pray, sing, read
ter the cause, it hurts.
God's word. walk with him and
For example. a lonely apostle bare our souls to him. Look to
Paul wrote from a prison cell in the Lord for help and encourRome in his last (Lys to agement. You are never really
Timothy. Reading of this letter, alone. To cope with your loneliespecially the last part, gives a ness, he rnore active. Volunteer

R

S

at a Senior Citizens' Center.
Reach out to help others, and
don't wait for them to reach out
to you. Search out others who
are lonely and minister to them.
Keep moving. Do something to
make each day count.
Finally. loneliness is easier to
bear if we have a hope of better
things. Paul said,"The Lord will
rescue me from every evil attack
and will bring me safely to his
heavenly kingdom. To him be
glcry for ever and ever. Amen"
(2 Tim. 4../8). He maintained a
hopeful, optimistic outlook
toward the future. Nothing of
this world has come to stay. God
loves us. and he has great plans
for the future of each of us if we
will trust him
It has been the custom of our
family to invite someone who is
alone or away from loved ones
to corbe share Christmas with
us. I'm praying someone will do
the same for you. Don't give in
to loneliness. Try to learn from
the apostle's example. I believe
that's what he learned from
Jesus, and what Jesus would tell
you to do. May God bless you.
(Send questions or comments
to University Churvh of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web.- wwwnchristorg
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GOING TO THE GAME: Attending the Jackson State and Memphis University game were.
from left, Dan Miller, T. Anderson. coach of Jackson State nnd former Murray State head basketball coach, Bennie Purcell and Terry Darnall.
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Playhouse holding
Seussical auditions
Special to the Ledger
Play house in the Park
for
auditions
announces
Tlw Musical.** the
"Seussit
hist show of their 2010 season.
lbe fantastical. magical. musical extrasagarya will he presented Feb 19 - March 7.
Auditions will be held on
Monday and Tuesday. Dec. 14
and 15. at 6 p.m. at the
Playhouse
"Seussicar will bring to the
stage many of Dr. Seuss* familiar and beloved characters.
including thc Cat in the Hat.
Horton the Elephant. Gertrude
McFuz/. and the tiny Whos.
along with many others. This
show can accommodate a large
cast. so there are several roles
a% ailable for both males and
females from ag.es 13 to 19.
There is one role for a boy age
9-11. According to Lisa Cope.
the show•s director. those interested in auditioning should be
prepared to sing a musical selection of their choice and will be
asked to read character pieces
from the show's script. No previous acting experience is necessary.
For further information. please
contact Lisa Cope at Playhouse
in the Park, 759-1752.

Murrii) I.rdger & limes

New surface mining head has cautious approach
nal HUBER
AP Business Writer
CHARLESTON. W.Va. (API — The
Mama administration's new head of the
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation
and Enforcement plans no immediate
changes to the regulation of mountaintop
removal mining in a decidedly eastern
U.S. agenda.
Joe Pizarchik told The Associated Press
on Thursday he needs to tour mountaintop mines in Appalachia and hear from
coal producers, rural communities, environmentalists and others before deciding

how he wants to regulate mountaintop
removal mining. Likewise. any changes
to how the agency entorce. federal %wt.:ice mining law across the country
depends on a series of inspections by
OSM personnel aimed at determining
whether coal states are doing an adequate
Joh.
'The federal government is not the
exclusive repository of good ideas."
Pizarchik said.
If change does come. it will come in the
East. Surface mines in the Midwest and
in Wyoming. the natitm's top coal pro-

duccr. aren't troubling Pizarchik,
although the industry considers both
regions potential replacements for
Appalachian coal production. "I don't
know that we•re seeing anything that has
garnered the public attention the way that
mountaintop removal mining has," he
said.
Pizarchik's wait-and-see approach
doesn't sit well with environmental
groups pushing the Obanta administration to ban mountaintop removal coal
mining. which pnmanly is practiced in
West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky and
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Anonymous
donor slips gold
coin into kettle
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The Salvation Army has
found a valuable gold coin in
one of its Clarksville red kettles.
Jill Crow, the chairwoman of
the charity's advisory board,
told The Leaf-Chronicle this is
the third consecutive year such a
coin has been anonymously
donated locally.
The one-ounce, $50-dollar
coin was found Wednesday by
bell ringers outside a Kroger
supermarket. It is valued at
51.100.
Maj. Grady Pearson said he's
been with the Salvation Army
for 22 years and 44e =
d
o
this week is the first g
he's seen.
Such coins have also shown up
this week in donation kettles in
Denver. Seattle and in Illinois.
Pearson said the Clarksville
effort is nearly $75,0(X/ short of
its $150,000 goal with less than
two weeks remaining.
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Murals to be
installed in
capitol
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Four murals are being donated to
the state to be displayed in the
Capitol Rotunda in what is the
largest single donation in the history of the state Capitol.
The murals are expected to be in
place by June, when the statehouse celebrates its 100th birthday.
First lady Jane Beshear
announced the mural gift
Thursday in Frankfort. She said in
a news release that murals had
been included in the original
design concept for the Capitol
Rotunda in 1910. but those plans
were never followed through.
The murals are being donated
by Marion and Terry Forcht of
Corbin. owners of Forcht Bank
and Forcht Group of Kentucky.
A New. Yolk City architectural
lirm that specializes in complex
artwiwk projects will design and
install the murals. which will feature the themes of agriculture.
industry. civilization and integrity.
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Tennessee. While highly efficient and the
source of tens of thousands of jobs, environmental groups such as the Sierra Club
consider the practice too damaging to
allow.
"We don't Mink there needs to be any
more scrutiny of what's going on heir in
terms of the science," said Janet Keating,
executive director of the Ohio Valley
Envircemental Coalition. "I think the
biggest failure of the Office of Surface
Mining has been the fact that they
haven't taken into account die cumulative
impacts of this mining."
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RACER HOOPS

MSU Road Racers renew rivalry with old OVC foe
tennis MSU,EAST TENNESSEE
assistant STATE PLAY FT)R FIRST
TIME SINCE I 978
relishing
title

ceds to be any
oing on here in
I Janet Keating,
e Ohio Valley
. "I think the
lice of Surface
fact that they
die cumulative

Up NPtct
Murray State at East Tennessee State

1101ANI. DANN
Sports Editor

SIMS WINS THREE
'MATCHES IN TWO
DAYS TO CLAIM
USTA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP
By TONEY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Raymond Sims wasn•t
expecting much when he
picked up a tennis racket two
weeks prior to the Kentucky
State
Indoor
USTA
Championships this past weekpnd.
; The Murray State assistant
Poach and health and physical
koducation professor had. for
the most part. put tennis on
hold while pursuing his Ph.D.
; But Sims' last-minute decision to enter
, only his second
tournament in as
many years paid
the
off for
Murray native
as he captured
the state title in
Slms
the men's 50
•
:singles division.
"I hadn't played a lot
because I haven't had time."
said Sims. who took advantage
iof a few workout sessions and a
ibnef sparring with MSU head
:coach Mel Purcell to claim his
,second USTA title and the first
:since he won the Men's 40
:division in 2001.
"I started working thinking I
:might be able to play in the
:tournament. I didn't know how
was going to do. really. I hadm't played any sets in probably
four months. but I went out
:there and everything kind of
;clicked."
' Sims was seeded fourth in
othe I2-man bracket, a seeding
granted him based on his reputation within USTA rather than
any recent accomplishments.
He received a first-round
bye and won a quarterfinal
match on Saturday afternoon
over Lexington's David White,
6-2,6-3.
He
returned
to
the
Lexington Tennis Center court
Saturday evening and received
his toughest challenge of the
tournament in a semifinal
match with second-seeded
Robert Moore of Frankfort.
Sims took the first set 7-6.
but not before falling behind 53 and then trailing 5-3 in the
tiebreaker. He took the second
set more easily, winning 6-3.
He was matched up against
top-seeded Mike Knabel. of
Louisville, in Sunday's championship match and took the
first set 6-3. Knabel forced him
to a tiebreaker in the second
set. but Sims came away victorious, 7-5.
What did Sims do to celebrate his title?
"I just went in and got some
Tylenol to try to get the soreness out," he joked.
Despite his recent hiatus
from USTA competition. Sims'
reputation preceded him. He
waS ranked No. I in the Men's
45 division two years ago and
three years ago was ranked in
ihe top 15 in the nation in the
division.
He began playing as a 16year-old high school student at
Murray High, where he played
alongside Purcell. Sims then
went on to play college tennis
at Murray State. but never saw
much match action.
"I was kind of the low man
on the totem pole," he said. "I
played No. 7 most of the time
and played a lot of exhibition
matches. I was about two years
into my tennis career there and
most of those guys had been
playing their whole lives, so it
took me a while to catch up."
Sims has helped Purcell
with the Racer squads as a volunteer assistant for the last
decade.

Murray State did what it had to do to put some
space between themselves and the rest of the Ohio
Valley Conference by going out iuid winning two
crucial games on opening weekend last week.
Now thc Racers will put some distance
between themselves and Murray State as they
embark on a road tnp that would make Rand
McNally proud.
Between Saturday and next Tuesday. MSU will
log some 1.600 miles on the road, trekking
between Johnson City. Tenn., and Ruston. La.
First on the docket is a date with East
Tennessee State on Saturday. where the Racers

IIIlbw 3 p m Sunday
Maws Johnson Crty Tennessee
ihmew WNeS 1340 AM
illeeeniss MSU 7 1 ETSU 4 5
Lail libielleg Murray Stele won 84 69 m Murray back in 1978
Wok Mess MSU leads the series 22 19 at Johnson City
E SU leads 12-8
in seven games this year Murray State
has ratid Me opposition s leading scorer under his game WOW ago

carry a scven-game winning streak into their ninth
game of the season.
The Racers lead the all-time senes with the
Buccaneers 22-19, but the two haven't played
since 1978 when ETSU was a member of the Ohio
Valley Conference.
The Racers' winning streak started with the
second game of the season against Missouri-St.
Louis. MSU hasn't lost since a 75-70 heartbreaker
in the opener Nov.9 against No. 12 California.
With another win. Billy Kennedy will match
•See M8U,28

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Ivan Aska and the Racers have one of the best defenses
In the OVC and will hope It proVell to be frulfful In their
game Saturday against USU.

COLLEGE
FOOTBALL

Right
man for
the job

NoTRE DAmE
PICKS KELLY
TO REVIVE
FOOTBALL
Ily NE NAY

i

TuMM'r DILLAHO / Ns photo

Averee Fields, pictured here against Marshall County in the championship game of the Lady Lakers' Christmas
tournament last season, is the only member of what once was known as Calloway's "big three" remaining as
she enters her junior season. She is charged with leading the Lady Lakers to a second First Region tibe in four
years while also fielding offers from Division colleges.
it is.tieises
Jurrsis..in
By TOMMY DILLARD
multitude
01
letters she's receiving from a
SportS Writer
Division I powers. such as last year's
CCA at Calloway County
Out of all the stones Scott Sivills likes national runner-up Louisville.
Where. Jeffrey Gymnasium
to tell about how sought-after his junior
Long thought to be npe with high- vow.
Radio- WAAJ 89 i FM
standout Averee Fields is — and there are major college basketball potential. Fields Records: CC,4 0-4 (0.0, 4th Distnct). CC 1-1 10-0
many — he has a couple favorites.
is about to embark on her junior season. 4th District)
Last Meeting: Calloway County won 72-40 in
In November. a Michigan assistant and the scramble for her services among Paducah
on Feb 14 2009
coach flew in from Ann Arbor. showed up next-level coaches is only just beginning.
at a Calloway County basketball practice,
But Fields has the here-and-now to
Lady Waniors at Lady Lakers
talked to Sivills. waved at Fields, then worry about in the meantime as she's When: 7 30 p m Where: Jeffrey Gymnasium
flew back to Michigan scarcely three charged with leading preseason favorite Radio: WAAJ. 89 7 FM
th Dirde
smci
:C
.) CA 4-0(0-0 Oth District). CC 2.1 (0-0
hours later.
Calloway County to a title in what 4MeCro
There's always old faithful — the one appears to be a wide-open First Region Lail Meeting: Calloway County won 62.42 in
the
about the letter Fields received from Pat race.
Oth Dichict Tournament at Murray on Feb 23 2009
Summitt as a sixth-grader.
She may have to do so with a fair share
And you can't ignore the handwritten of distractions. Michigan and Western
•See FIELDS. 2B

CALLOWAY FORWARD GETTING H1GH-MAJOR LOOKS -AS A

Saturday

AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — Brian
Kelly's
gesture
final
as
Cincinnati's head coach was to
thank his players for helping him
land his dream job.
He's leaving the unbeaten
Bearcats for the unmatched
expectations at Notre Dame. Kelly agreed to a five-year
contract with the
Fighting Irish and
tmmediately
began
the
makeover.
Shortly after he
told
his
Cincinnati players he was leavKelly
ing — an awkward post-team banquet moment
that left some very upset — he
switched his Twitter page to an
Irish motif.
His allegiance already is with
South Bend. where he'll be introduced on Fnday afternoon.
"He said it himself in there:
We're the ones that created this
opportunity for him," Cincinnati
tight end Ben Guidugli said, after
Kelly broke dse news."He actually was thanking us for the work
we've done to get him in the position that he's in."
The Irish Catholic coach who
once dreamed of becoming. a
politician is stepping into one of
the most stoned — and. lately,
most disappointing — collet&
football programs.
Ten days after firing Charlie
Weis to close out the worst deers&
in Notre Dame's history, the
school landed one of the hottest
coaching prospects. Needing a
quick fix for its tanered football
program, Notre Dame's counting
on Kelly. who has taken
Cincinnati from Big East also-ran
to an unbeaten conference champ
in just three years.
"I am very pleased that a thorough and extensive search has led
us to a new head coach in Brian
Kelly, who I am confident will
help us accomplish our goal of
competing for national championships." Notre Dame athletics
director Jack Swarbrick said in a
news release.
The 47-year-old Kelly officially takes over Monday, starting the
job he has always wanted. As a
sign of his eagerness, Kelly's
Twitter page got a complete
makeover after the announcement. The background featured
Notre Dame's stadium. arid the
biography listed South Bend as
his location along with a brief
statement.
"Thrilled to be the coach of the
Notre Dame Fighting Irish." the
bio said. "Committed to stiffing
People widi PASSION and PURPOSE."
He won't have a difficult time
stirring the Irish faithful. The
question is whether he can succeed where his predecessors
failed, returning Notre Dame to
BCS prominence and keeping
those fans on his side.
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Lady Lakers 'steal' win over Massac
Staff Rote
Calloway Count? iioa heti 27
steals and forced 35 Mas•ak.
County 1111.1turnover. ell route to
61-29 rout of the homestanding
squad in the final gai-ne or the
Metropolis Tournament Thursday
night.
lhe Lady LAkers harassed
Massac with defensive pmsure all
night anti the Lady Patriots managed jug 23 field goal attempts
Averee Fields led the T'allowas

d giune-high 14
atia.k.
points. Loranbuting sit( +teals and
grabbing eight rebounds
Morgan Sniotherni.an scored 12
points, all (it which came on four
dure-pointers
Karim Wilson scored II panics
snatched five steals while
Taylor Futrell also scored i i points
and Shama Wicker fuushed with
three astsists
Calloway jumped out to a 9-0
lead and held Massa: scoreless

until the two-minute mark of the
firm quarter
The Lady. Lakers surtcheil their
lead in the second quarter, outscoring Massac 20-10 to take a 15-17
lead into halftime.
Calloway held the Lady Patriots
to just six points apiece in the third
,uid fourth quarters.
Calloway shot 42 percou from
the field and went 5-for-13from thc
three-point arr and hit 12 of 18 free
throws

Mamat:shot 39 percent from tht:
field arid I -for-3 from three-poini
land while hinmg ju.st 9 of their 19
tree-throw attetllpt.s.
Destiny Spence led the Lady
Patriots with 10 points.
With the win. the Lady. Ukers
improved to 2-1 on the season.
Calloway' will play its home
opener and district opener on
Saturday against Community
Christian. Game time is set for 7:30
p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

mi Fields
Sivills believes the more Fields develops anymore, because there's a lot that I've
her skills as a guard -outside shooting and learned now that I'm older," she said. "Pat
ballhandling-the better her chances are of Surtunitt's amazing, but I don't know if I
would play well under her. It would definitelanding a high-profile scholarship.
Though she could play any position one ly be an option, but if they offered me. 1
through five for Calloway, she projects as a wouldn't say yes right away."
likely three-guard in college.
Fields doesn't plan on saying yes to anyBut in the meantime, the Lady Lakers one anytime soon. She wants to play her junalso need her to be a presence in the post, ior season, focus on her recruitrnent in the
especially against teams such as CCA.
offseason and make a decision prior to her
Ballard outrebounded Calloway by 14, a senior year of basketball.
statistic that likely made the difference in
But what schools are on her radar?
the game.
Louisville appears to be a frontrunner.
"(Cari) McMullen and (Bonnie) Durrett She has a personal connection through her
Fields doesn't want her recruitment to are All-Purchase-type players and we're mother and admits excitement when she
overshadow dte Lady Ulcers' quest for a really going to have to limit their touches," received a handwritten letter from the
Sivills said of CCA's two forwards. "Alyssa school.
region title this season,
"I think when 1 started getting personal
Calloway is part of an upper echelon of (Cunninghain) and Averee and the rest of
five schools who figure to compete for the our post girls are really going to have do a leuers, that was when it hit me that they
want me to play for their school," she said.
hardware and were the fashionable favorite good job of controlling that area."
"It's really exciting when you get handwritbefore falling to Ballard Memorial by one
Despite Sivills' call for his star to take her ten letters from schools ranked so highly."
poiot in Monday's season opener.
She also particularly likes the coaching
.•They'll face another test in tomonow's game higher,college coaches have a laundry
liquie. debut against distnct foe Comntunity lila rif things they already appreciate about staffs at Western Kentucky and Tennessee
State.
Fields.
Chirstian and its talented frontcourt.
She says comfortability with coaches, a
Sivills points to her dominant athleticism,
q.nce the youngest member of
Calloway's "big three", Fields is now the her ability to guard any opposing player on tight-knit campus and the chance to play in
only one left and will be relied upon for the floor and how she orchestrates the NCAA Toumament are her primary considerations.
Calloway's transition attack.
leadership.
Fields and her mom plan to visit a handBut there's one thing that the longtime
She paced the Lady Lakers in nearly
every staustical category as a sophomore, head coach continually hears from Fields' ful of schools over Christmas break, including St. John's, West Virginia, Marquette and
scoring 17.6 points per game and grabbing suitors.
"We all have our highest gear as a play- Kentucky.
8.9 rebounds.
And,depending on how the Lady Lakers'
Her defensive credentials go unques- er," said Sivills, who played college baskettioned, but Sivills wants even mon offen- ball himself at Murray State in the early season goes, she may get the opporttmity to
sively from his most explosive but untieffish 1990s. "Averee gets to that gear and she has be seen by a handful of coaches without
one more extra gear that no one else has, and leaving the confines of Jeffrey Gymnasium.
player.
"It's exciting because everyone is watch"I need to work on my outside shooting that's what coaches love."
After receiving the letter from Summitt ing you and it's, of course, a bit nervewrackand.my ballhandling needs to get better,"
Fields said. in a self-assessment of what she in middle school, Fields put Tennesse,e on a ing too because you don't want to mess up
and you want to show them how good you
needs to do to take her game to the next pedestal, calling it her dream school.
But she hasn't received any contact from can be," she said.
level.
"But I'm excited for this year. My main
"If I'm in the paint, obviously I need to the Lady Vols recently, and while she
score and not pass it off. I think I need to get acknowledges an offer would definitely turn goal is to win games. It's not about where I
-111 die mindset that I'm the one that need.s to her head, her heart is no longer set on go to school or how well I perform as long
as we're winning."
Tennessee.
.-47
.'"'ies.'
take it to the rack sometn
-1 wouldn't say ifs my dream school
Ficirn PlIge 1 B
Keatucky have already anended practices.
•...Western has offered and so has a handful
of Ohio Valley Conference schools.
Sivills fields calls from coaches on a
weekly basis, receives mail nearly every day
and expects more coaches to begin showing
up in person as the season progresses.
"We try to keep it as normal as we possibly can," Sivills said. "Averee doesn't want
to be blown out of proportion. She's still
herself, but it gives you an idea of the caliber
of player she is."

it Racers
From Page 1B
• the'longest winning streak in his
12 seasons as a head coach, but
before the second-year head
COah puts the cart before the
horse, his focus is squarely on
ETSU.
. "They'll be as good as
:Eastern Kentucky or James
Madison," Kennedy said. "They
play a lot of zone and they shoot
the ball really well. I watched
theTennessee game where they
were down five with just a cou. pie' of minutes to go. They
played extremely well against
UT. Justin Tubbs is a very' good
player, that we knew about when
he transferred.
"I like their team, they have a
lot of confidence and art very
wen-coached. I expect a tough
game, we're going to have to
play extremely well in order to
win. They don't lose at home."
'Memorial Center has been
the Bucs' home court now in 33
seasons. ETSU is 41-7 over the
last _four seasons in the building
that is also called the "Mini. ,Dome."
The Racers have played well
.

on the road and Kennedy knows
the same will have to prove to be
true Saturday.
"We have to make shots on
the road," he said. "That's the
key. ETSU plays a !ot of zone
and changes their defense. so
we'll have opportunities from
dse 3-point line, but we'll need
to make them."
Muny Bartow is in his seventh season as head coach of the
Bucs, who have eight appearances in tile NCAA Tournament,
including last March where they
lost a first round game to
Pittsburgh 72-62.
ETSU is led in scoring by a
pair of juniors, Tonuny Hubbard
(15.8) and Justin Tubbs (15.6).
Hubbiud also leads the team in
rebounding with 8.3 boards per
game.
Much like the Morehead
State game, Kennedy is hoping
one X-factor will be his bench,
which got the better of the
Eagles this past Saturday.
"We have a lot of guys, so
defensively we can put a lot of
pressure on the other teams,"
Kennedy added. "Their point

TIM11.11.11"11.11111
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r
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guard, at Morehead, who had
just played a lot of tninutes in
the win at Martin, I think he had
seven turnovers against us. I
think we were able to wear him
down. I think when you're able
to throw. athletes at other teams
in numbers it helps."
• Through eight games. the
Racers are the best in the OVC
in scoring (82.1) and scoring
defense (58.6). MSU's scoring
margin average of +23.5 is also
tops in the OVC.
MSU is also the best in the
league in field goal defense and
3-point defense. The Racers are
holding teams to 38 percent
from the field and 29 percent
from 3-point range. The Racers
are also the best in blociced
shots, steals, assists and
tairnover margin.
A big part of that success has
come from Danero Thomas and
Tony Easley. Thomas leads the
OVC in steals among active
leaders and Easley is third
among OVC shot blockers.
The Racers have shot better
than 50 percent in six of eight
games this season and die best
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LINEUPS
MURRAY STATE
Probable Nadirs
Name
Pos. Yr lit Wt.
lony Easley
F/C
So 6-9 200
issac Miles
G
So 6-2 205
Danero ThomasG
So 6-4 190
B J Jenkins
G
Jr 6-0 205
Ivan Asks
F
Fr 5-7 230
RESERVES
Pos. Yr Rt. Wt.
No. Name
F
Fr. 6-7 220
02 Ed Daniel
03 Isaiah Canaan G
Fr. 6-0 175
10 Jordan Burge G
Fr. 5-11170
11
Donte Poole
G
Fr. 6-3 1135
14 Picasso Simmons G
Fr. 6-0 170
22 Jed McClain
F
So. 6-6 230
F
23 A J Wilson
Jr. 6-6 215
So. 6-1 180
33 Jewuan Long G
Sr 6-8 240
50 Georges Fotso C

No.
43
00
12
01
42

.4411t Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can potect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211S 1 2th St • Murray KY •753-3415

State 11.,to

Naverstack

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Thursday's Scores
By The Associated Press
BOYS BASKETBALL
Bath Co 65, Pans 49
Car Catholic 51. Ryle 50
Harlan Co 60, Middlesboro 49
Holmes 61, St Henry 42
Knott Co. Central 90 C,ordia 60
Lex. Lafayette 95, Madison Central 75
Lexington Catholic 78, Lex Chnsban 68
Lou Central 102, Lou Brown 56
Lou Holy Cross 72, Evangel Christian
68
Madisonville-North Hopkins 85. Dawson
Si:009s 3C
Mendee Co 110, Owstey Co 86
Newport Central Catholic 68 Dixie
Heights 59, OT
Oneida Baptist 84, Riverside Christian
42
Owen Co 67 Carroll Co 64
Paintsville 61, Magoffin Co 56
Pikeville 72, Phetps 55
Southwestern 64, Wayne Co 44
Villa Madonna 69, Ludlow 54
Whitesville Tnnity 63. Butler Co 46
Beres Tournament
Elliott Co 87, Lynn Camp 63

Estill Co 47 Monticello 45
Madiscxi Southern 74 Jackson Co 52
Model 64. Berea 55
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Bell Co 74. Thomas Walker Va 39
Boyle Co 52 Burgin 39
Butler Co 46, Whitesvolle Trimly 42
Clay Co 64. Whaley Co 42
Corbin 38 Lynn Camp 35
Dayton 66, Silver Grove 38
Deming 47. Lewis Co 46
East Carter 58, Rowan Co 55
Elizabethtown 61, Lex Paul Dunbar 47
Fort Knox 59, Fredenck Raiz& 23
Hancock Co 56, S Spence:, Ind 30
Henry Co 54, Gallatin Co 46
Hopionsville 87, Fort Campbell 19
Lex Sayre 53, Mendee Co 42
Lexington Catholic 62, Lex Chnstian 54
LOC Butler 65, Shelby Co 64
Model 78. Madison Southern 59
Mutlenberg County 49. McLean Co 38
North Laurel 70, Owsley Co 48
Riverside Christian 39, Oneida Baptist
34
Pyle 70 Holmes 57
Walton-Verona 56, G,ant Co 25
Wolfe Co 41 Berea 25

MIDDLE SCHOOL HOOPS

Lady Lakers take
two over Graves

01
04
05
10
25
30
34
43

Name
Pos.
Justin Tubbs
G
Jocolby Davis G
Tommy Hubbard F
Isiah B own
F
J C Ward
RESERVES
Mike Smith
G
Bruce Grimm
G
Sheldon Cooley G
DeSteurl Jctrecn G
Janns Jones
G
Micah Wilems
Lukas Podens F
Adam Sollazzo G

Yr. Ht. Wt.
Jr 6-3 195
Sr 6-1 185
6-4 210
S
Fo
r 6
6_6
-8 230
10

Staff Report
Tbe Calloway County Lady'
Laker seventh and eighth grade
teams swept Graves County
Thursday night.
The eighth-graders took a 3732 win over the Lady Eagles as
Darien Maness led the way with
a game-high 21 points and
Madison Connell added nine
points.
Haley Hounshell notched six
assists.
Calloway jumped out to an
11-6 advantage and led 22-11 at
halftime. But Graves inched its
way back into the game in the
second half, cutting dte score as
close as five before running out
of Woe.
Tfie seventh-gride Lath
Lakers moved to 6-3 with a 2412 win over Graves.
Kelsey Douglas led the way
with 11 points and Ashlynn
Stalls scored eight points.
Tristan Ramsey added four
rebounds.
Graves held Calloway scoreless over the first quarter but
managed just two points themselves. The Lady Laker offense
awoke in the second and took an
8-4 lead into halftime.
Calloway took control of the
game in the third quarter,
outscoring Graves 10-2.
Lady Tigers sweep
South Marshall
The Murray Middle Lady

Tiger seventh and eighth grade
teams swept South Marshall
Tuesday night.
In seventh grade action,
Murray's hot shooting and Ltz
Grogan's three-pointer at the
buzzer of the first quarter helped
Murray jump out to a 13-7 lead.
Murray never trailed again and
defeated SMMS 40-25.
Murray was led by Hannah
Clark's double-double with 14
points and 20 rebounds. Liz
Grogan was also in double figures with ten points.
Bethany Vogt added six
points, Bethany Arrnstrong four.
and
Hannah
Williams,
McKenzie
Bradley
and
McKenzie Lamar each had two.
''''''Murray had a strong night on
the free throw line going 4-for5.
In the eighth grade game,
Murray defeated SMMS 37-27.
Murray jumped out to a 27-12
halftime lead which was fueled
by Julie Thiede's three-pointers
at the buzzers of both the first
and second quarters.
Thiede had a double-double
with 20 points and 10 rebotmds.
Kaylee Capps had 11 points,
Natalie Adarns three, Hannah
Clark two, and Christina
Duncan one. Eleven Lady Tigers
saw playing action in the effort.
Murray plays at Trigg County
Monday night.
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was Eastern Kentucky's 47 percent.

Come See Our
Christmas,
Winter Merchandise
& Accessories
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Members of the victorious 8 and under MYST relay team
take time to pose for a photo at the Owensboro Winter
Classic this past weekend. Pictured, front row, from lett:
Ashkahn Nabavi, Tommy Miles. Back row, from lett:
Lucas Wilson, Beau Osborne.

The Murray State Thouroughbreds winter baseball camp will be
held Monday. Dec. 21 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Fiacer Arena ard the
North Gym of the Carr Health Building. This one-day camp will ilclude
instruction on hitting, fielding and throwing from the Murray State coaching staff. There is no pre-registration. Please bring a form and check
with you to the check-in between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. There is time allotted for lunch. but no lunch will be provided Cost ts $50. Contact Dan
Skirka at 809-3475 or dskirka murraystate.edu.
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LADY TIGERS SWEEP
SOUTH livIARSHALL TUESDAY
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IM The Murray High School football banquet is January 9. 2010. The
banquet will be held in the Curhs Center ballroom at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
for the banquet are S15 and may be purchased at the high school office
before January 5. Players, coaches and invited guests will not need to
purchase a ticket. For more information, please contact Steve Duncan
at 753-5202 or Tem Benton at 293-3228.
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BBO PORK SHOUL
[MRS
for Christmas
Krittees
Custom
Cookin'
753-3187 or 270-853,3528
Place orders by Dec.
19
for pickup Dec. 23/24

FRESH COUNTRY
, SAUSAGE
, , Saturday Mornieg
Downtowr Market
4th & Maple
Stubblefield Farrns
753-3187
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TImes considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
.nformation do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned here.n
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its ernteoyees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for Mee
actvities.

ANGELS Community
Clinic:
Part-tima
Pharmaceutical
Coordinator- MondayThursdays
8:30am-4pm, to secure
frorr
medications
p-atierrt-assistance programs. Resisted experience a plus. Mail
resume to Angels
Clinic 1005 Poplar St.
Murray. KY 42071 or
bring by Mon-Thur.
8.30-am-4pm
Deadline for resumes
is Dec 30, 2009. Cart
759-2223 for more
information.
ASPLUNDH Tree Co.
is seeking Foreman
with COL Also ciimber
trimmer bucket operators. 859-314-8113

NORGE
Advertisecs ere
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for ortly ono
Incorrect insertion.
Any smor e.hotild two
reported immodistke
ly so corrections can
be made.
IF VOl: HAVE Logr
OR FOUND A PET
WE WILL RUN AN
AD ONE DAY
FOR FREE
Murray Ledssr
& Times
270-753-1916

BIG Apple Cale
Krtchen Heip Needed
Must have at least
three yeans expenence
Apply in person, references required
PARIS Winery is nOW
hiring one full-time and
one part-time tinting
bar server/Restaurant
Server $8.00 hour.
neat
appearance, own, reliable transportatven aryl
be dependable or
please do not apply.
Apply
in
person,
12/14/09,
Monday
9:00-11 .00am at 2982
Harvey Bowden Rd,
Pans, Tenn

Bntthaven of Benton is curreney
accepting applicalons for a full-time
LPN position We also otter an excellent
benefit package Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton 2607 Maln Street
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Sa9 Merr9 Christmas in one eas9 step!
Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends
a Merry Christmas without buying the cards,
writing the notes, licking the envelopes, and
getting the stamps.

BUYING old U.S. Coir
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

IMMEDIATE OPENING
RTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Poy

YOUR CRIIMITINC SWILL
INCLUDE PULL COLORt
Call Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
at 753-1916 to place your Christmas
Greeting Ad today.

Taking Applications for
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS & PEDALS
(270}339-4092

County Ro.ute Carrier For..
The Murray Ledger & Times

Naha

Inuary 9, 2010. The
at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
le high school office
nts will not need to
ntact Steve Duncan

I rr .

I I N.. I

frtli

Sear Sow
hairy

58.25 First Day - 20 words Or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver}

Want to Buy

Murray State I.'niversity is accepting bets free
qualrfied contractors for a Currie Center Boiler
R.-p.,...ernent Project, on the allalgUri of MSU MSU
ei!I he dosed from December 18, 2009 thru January
1, 2010 There will be pre-bid conference at 10:00
a m. January 7, 2010 located at the General Services
Building, Murray, KY. Bids will open January 18,
2010 at 2 00 pm, at the General Services Building,
Murray, KY Contractors may
a copy of the
bid advertisement by contacting Steven Stapleton
270.409-4099 and refenmcing CC•193S-10.

Ike
res

seball camp will be
3cer Arena and the
iy camp will ilclude
Nurray State coach) a form and check
There is time allot
s $50. Contact Dan

Ft.11iA.

58.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
We; Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ath. Mu,t Run InItthin 6 Day Period ;
53.35 per colunui inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guider

LOOM

P$

lYST relay tearr
ensboro Winter
t row, frorn lett
row, from left

DEADLINES

Yossr Ad Can the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:'753-1927

Grant Co 25
a 25

,hth grade game,
SMMS 37-27.
!.(1 out to a 27-12
which was fueled
le's three-pointers
of both the first
larters.
1 a double-double
, and 10 rebounds.
s had 11 points,
is three, Hannah
and Christina
leven Lady Tigers
ction in the effort.
ys at Trigg Count',

If"

I trs I I

150
Articire
Far Salo

tvlust have own automobile, good drivin
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons shouid
come by and pick up an application at
'The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

LADIES diamond ring
brand new. Hatt pnce
270-978-7381
270-978-7382
VACUUM cleaners
late model. Rainbow
Kirby & Electrolux
Bags, belts & hoses
Jerry Sporting Go•ods
Mayfield
WE Cane Chairs
Shemwells Antiques
492-8308

PLEASE IVO PHONE CALLS

Pli MOrtlingstar
Production Supervisor
Morningstar Foods, a subsidiary of the
nation's leaoing dairy manufacturer, Dean
Foods, currently has an opening for a
Producton Supervisor in their Murray,
Kentucky facility The facility, a dairy producer, manufactures it vanety n1 ertended shelf
life products for retaiiers and food service.
Candidates rnust meet the following qualifications:
*Bachelor's degree in Food Science,
Manufacturing or related field preferred but
not necessary dependant upon experience
level of supervision expenence
*2-4 years direct supervisory expenence in a
manutacturng environment.
*Candidates must have good verbal and written communication skills
*Ability to use computers and learn venous
software programs
Strong leadership skills and team orientation
*Ability to mentor and develop production staff
Primary dubes will include (but are not limited
to)eCoordinates and directs the activities of the
prcduction department to maximize productivity and minimize cost Mete maintaining quality.
inspects product to verify production specifications are rnet.
*Trains and supervises producbon employees
to meet production schedules, and satisfy
qualey control, sanitation and safety standards
on an assigned shift.
*Cooperates with staff personnel in studies
and investigations in areas such as quality
improvement cost reduction effort lob grade
classification studies, method improvements,
etc.
Interested applicants may appty online st:
WWW.deanfoods.com
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent benefits
package wrth a competitive salary
Momogstar Foods is an Affirmative
Actlon/Edual Opportunity Employer
WENN

MURRAY
WI
CT
COALEOLS
STATE
UNIVERSITY

,0160,16
.1

.

Groundskeeper I
Full-time position wrth benefits High school
graduate or GED, one year experience driving
tractors or heavy mowers Must have valet
dnver s license Salary $7 52fre
Appieation tilltithrte Jan 4 2tilu
Apply ORIIrke & view aeditional details at
www.murraystateiobs.com
VVoinen/minonties encouraged to apply
An EEO, litF/D, AA employer

DISCLAIIVIER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classiest&
webpage at
rnurrayledgercotn.
you will be redirected
to tobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local lob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
UN if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings Thank you
FT/PT office manag
er/bookkeeper
tha
uses Ouickbooks as
otter
our software. We
flexible hours and have
seasonal busy times.
Pay is based on experience and use ' of
quickbooks. Apply at
Rolling Hills Nursery or
call 293-5519 day.

Cleaning
AGNES'S
Service. Residential,
Business.
Experienced,
references available. Call
for estimate Insured &
Bonded 556-4287.
NEED your house
cleaned? We are the
ciee's to get it done.
References and reasonable prices. Will
clean & glaze in
Calloway Co. Contact
Karen at 270-328-4033
or 270-356-2213 and
leave message.

Gateway desktop sys
ern pentium dual core
processor, Vista. 2G,
300GHD.1 9" HD monitor $175. 753-2804.
MOM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759 3556

A'
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepbng applications for the following
full-time position: Kentucky Medication
Aide We offer competitive wages and an
excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at Brethaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
4 Al' NO Pt tONE CALLS PLEASE

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

.
LARGE
• SELECTION
USEDAPPLIANC ES
WARO ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
Furnishings
OAK dining room table
6 chairs, china cabinet $1.000 15 cu. ft
chest freezer $200.00.
(270)873-2262
SALE! Twin mattress
sets, starting S149.95,
full sets $199.95, all
furneure on salel
Garraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

MOTORCYCLE
helmets, Jackets, boots
& saddlebags Jerry's
Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.
Finned
293-2487.Firewood.

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BEI duplex. C/H/A,
various
locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR Duplex, Chi/A. all
appliances. newly
remocieled
(270)753-(Y259
2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898
48R, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

BAGS h.
`14 BUNG
"AFFORDABLE"
526 & Under

; ..

iii
All line ads placed in our
paper are posted on our
website for free!

Designer Inspired .
ix .
Handbags & Jewelry ..
Booth 1166
•
•New items added weekly*

Trends &Treasures Mall
(Old Uncle Jeff's Buildin )

CCI13:1

Publish
Date.
Tuesday,
December
22
Deadline:
Friday,
December
18 at 5PM

Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

BLACK Fngidaire side
refrigerator
by-side
25.9 cu -it. ice & water
in door. $400.
436-5508 293-5508

fle•
•4141

0 /."‘

ipmiluckl
LEDGERSZTIMES

From:
The staff of the
Murray Ledger
& Times

1

Aperimants For Nat

2BR, ail appliances
including dw,
$475/mo plus deposit.
Available 12/07.
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7005.
3BR, 2BA duplex in
Cambridge 2 CHA,
appliances $720/mo
with first and last
month
rent
References and lease
required. No pets.
731-446-6972,
731-536-5210
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
I s05 Diute:d Dnsc
Murras. KY 4207;
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-7534556
Tfee I 400-545-11133
Ext. 2E3 .
6
t Equal opponunoy

ti

EFFICIENCY apartments for rent. Some
utilities paid. $230/mo
No pets. 767-9037
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer &
dryer, Can
(2701 759-5885
Qr
(270)293-7085
LARGE 2BR, 2 full
bathe, all appliances,
C/H1A, lawn service
227-5173
LARGE 38R ant.
newly remodeled on
campus, Cei/A, W&D
$600 water sewage &
trash furnished, no
pate 759-4696
293-4600
NEAR universey Like
new lei ge 2BR C/H,A
Low utilities Quiet,
What you've been
looking for $440 +
deposit
(270)978-0913
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorr Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Appty at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

Anartnonts

Ibni

VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric.
$600imo plus depose.
270-492-8211

M

ies For RIM

1-BEDROOM house
$425
month.
2Bedroom house $525
month. 270-978-7381
Of 270-978-7382.
1 -BEDROOM, living,
dining-kitchen. deck.
stove, ref
wa/dry.
Redecorated. Prtvate,
near hospital. Parking.
No pets Deposie1ease,
$425/mo. 753-8585
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

I *

*

i

Houses For Rent j

2BR bnck, appliances
furnished. No pets
753-0728, 994-3308
28$1, stove & refrigerator, dw, w/d hook-up.
C/H/A. $550/mo, 1 yr
lease, 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174
3-BEDROOM. 1 -bath
In town. Ref, stove.
Dishwasher furnished
w/d hook-up
Cen-gas-heaVac
Call 270-753-4000
3BFV2BA Bnck crty,
quiet residential neighborhood, central heat
& air, kitchen stove,
W/D/hookup, big
fenced back yard.
$850. Tel.
270-767-1176
LARGE 2EIF1/1 BA
city, lust remodeled
new heating & A/C,
W/D hc,ok-up, stove
fridge, bog yard, no
pets, rent $450 plus
utilities, annual lease
Tat 270-767 1176

WW1

*

* I

NOLLIY
"
CIAY

SW/P11111P
11.506
1611

I

*

Give a gift subscnption to the .

I

MURRAY

*
*

LEDGER&TIMES*

HOMC

Local Mail:

Delivery

,Ctrimmy

3 MG.

6 me.
I yr.----UNA°

•

I yr. -..-.411&00

AB Otber Man:
,
Subscription& •
3 nno.---°111.50 I 3 rms.
sts.---101/0.00 I 6 we.
1 yr. --.--$145.00
1
Kest of KY/TN 1
(Parra, 4 Ruchemel

Check

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
St. Address

•:
:

City
I State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to: .•
,

•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 420'71
Or call (270) 759-1916

•:
•

a

Murray

1.00
Cams!

ON BEA

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTs
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chock Van Bureo
DRYWALL repair &
painting Free esti
mates 270-873 9916

MINI
STORAGE
fern I
Units•Chins&

24/7811rWlelienc0•Eieci/ICIP/

NEAR MSU, 2BR,
'BA CHA. all appiiances S450. no pets.
ref
+dePosit. 753-1059
SMAla 2BR, 1 mole
from crty limes Deposit
& Lease No pets
5395
753-6156

Murray Ledger & Tams Ian
Haman Act %Mace
Al; eYtate advermed Mew
uktert/ to the Federal Fair
HOuung MY Wilk* MAYA, tt
115-cal to adsertne any reit,
etY lartilatala Of ClIsallArAa'1, based or ram cnior ntal
3117,1:11. Of

r14.1-1 It, rnal, an,

1.411

Fral

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

AB stm te
flt seer meek
',nested by
i'egp radio stake
51-

Nite1.1

thov. protected
ander *decal law
V* will know/nes accept my
xivernscry, tor veal rotary/AA
not m ‘511abor ol ate Lin 411
peewee art hen*, intormed
that AI ch./camp adsrmsed are
vallabie on Art equal Oppurtu
ref' baSta
For further mcastanor endt Fat
tiousing Advert/sing reumremeets. contact !ti AA Counsel
Rev P Milan lAniste-tat

S 7 9Oesmitr.r:

G&C
..
,I, STORAGE anci
: PROPANE
119 E. Main
. 97'i'l 751-S2AA
Cell. ;2701 293-4183
9 asT - 4 .nt fa F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSE
1E50 St Rt-r 121S
Muirray. KY 42071
270-7b3-5s6/
\A

)14 \

\Hit stl /It \LI

I

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
72i S. 4111 ST.
erner of 121 h Glesdaia.
AeX10 $25 1011530
• . (2701 436-2524
(270) 293-004

V

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
• •LecurIty alarmed
.Sefe & clean
*We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls.
"53-9600

1270) 227:9212

PICK UP

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

AOLLAIR
MOTOR SALES
We Finshee
rwilandmotersates_L41..27f -53446*
2002 Honda CNic,
ap.e.-100,000 miles
4-door automatic
w/CD. tift, cease. factory sliver paint. electnc windows and mirrors. Great gas
mileage. Excellent
condition. 1-owner
293-3215

Loaf
Vacuum
Sonde,
or compiete
cu
dean-ups,

8-acres.
HOUSE,
recerrey remodereo.
kitchen wrth new cabinets, counter tops.
appliances, waik-out
basement, bam wipeslure. Close to town
and only 15min from
Lake.
Kentucky
from
Reduced
$199,000 to $169,900.
270-293-7252 for
additional information.

Sirnmon's biannyrear
Carpentry Sennce
OVOI 25 yeers. Ceti
Don. Murray area
519-8570.
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service Free esti
mates Prione
436-2562 227-0267

etill Do insurance won,
Acompre
ram a

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

753-5726

lacipallos Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Der. 12, 2009:
lisThis year, often you will want to assume a low profile. Become a
tener more often. You will decide to keep information to yourself and
and
not share everything. This type of quietness is good for you
opens up many options. Think positively about a change. but don't
you
feel as if you need to head down this path. If you are single,
exude a new allure and draw many people to you. If you are attached,
the two of y:ou establish a newfound quiet understanding. SCORPIO
makes a great healer
4The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
-Difficult
I
so:
2-So;
Positive; 3-Average

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Review recent actions, knowing when the time has come to
cannot
make a decisiori. You either trust someone or you don't. YOU
with
successfully force the issue. Listen to the other side of an issue
a partner. Tonight: Go vvith another suggestion
TAURUS (AprIl 204Aay 20)
is
**** You are on the social whirlwind ot your life. Realize what
to
happening behind the scenes with a child or loved one. Be willing
step in and make this persoe's life that much better. COnSider riff
options openly Discuss tern with someone with the same concerns.
Tonight: Think positivety.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Understand that there are some &sings you cannot and don't
clo it,
want to do. Question the tact that you often say that you can
when possibly you might not want to come through completely. Work
will become
toward sending clearer messages. and your relationships
better. Tonight: Easy does it.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Let your creativity flounsh, being more spontaneous and
19T/ Dodge class C adding to others' lives. Someone touches base with you who you
motor home, runs might adore and care about. Your way of having a good time is a lot
great 270-9714-1022
111U1k3 hill trail! you itiailize. Let d rOtriallGe build. Tonight: Let the good
times rock and roll.
-EKE
LEO (duty 23-Aug. 22)
**** Make time for your immediate circle and family. Though you
have a problem with a child or loved one, a little time and caring could
tum the situation around. Listen to what others are sharing. Tonight:
LIM
'
FAWN sIRVIC E
Get into the holiday spirit, whether you are decorating or out at a hoe

i —room mod

&aces Rer Anis
Flarncrialng clumeng

Pool Table Guy,
20 Years Experience
Poo: Toles 8ougot Sae.
Sewer, and Moved
731-819-465

1
F.150 Ford XLT trr-uk,
good condemn, priced
to seli. 270-293-7252.
2001 Chevy S-10
2-car extended cab pock-up
2BA
2BR,
garage bnce excellent 105k reales. Very good
condrtion & neighbor- condemn. 32.500
nood. 1402 Cardn:al 759-2404
1987 Dodge Dokota
Dr., Murray. Reduced
amyl automatic, new
$120,000 obo.
good.
runs
978-1644.
tires
Perfect work truck.
3BR 'IBA investment
house 713 Clear. tele. Sell or
rental
Murray. trade. $900 obo.
Sycamore
270-9713-9034.
$550 gross Monthiy
rent. $60,000 obo
678-1644
3BR, 2.5BA, brick,
2.800+ lag ft . 5 years
old. 5 acres. Lynn
Grove area 435-4687

David's Hone
improvement
LIC

THE Murray Ledger a
Times considers ire
sources reliable. bUt
,naca.Airecses do occur
qeaders Using this
,nformatson do so et
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are betieved to be rep.
utable The Murray
Times nor
Ledger
any of its emoloyeea
aozept any responsibe.
wbatS0even to( thee
activhies

.00T LEAvEST

llorescsive

01 Taurus, 82k,
$2.900 293-7675

2C1C17 CallUilidt Was
48R. 3.5BA, see it
online at
2007calumetway.com
762-0106

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS

Aik

Cars

Vert
cerler

'tate Um.turbid ducrinunsoun
.r1 !fa mit rental or ad yernung

seek)) pc,LA pict
badly or.ard urcraled
759-1151 • 2934733
293-2794

270:703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

YAMAHA Blaster, 4wheeler. runs good
$600 436-5508 2935508

en, lintatkw,

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION. /wax
& maintenance on
000,5 at °per&Or5
Residents& & commer•
cal Locally owned &
operated 293-2357.
435-4049

‘1 \ r eii \

3301 st et trim,
753-8087
•

011are0

I

as. 1 1

I i ern !trill /Iasi e

gion,
,

st 1

BARRY JAME,S
ELECTRONICS

430

340
earns For Rent
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1

MuntrinK, Manor Wing;
I afitht apral V" A,
1 teal If al
Saftsim trio n•eater...4.1,r1
753' -111.16 .227-0611

Menus for the lunchrooms ot the Calioway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week ot Dec. 14-18 have
been reieased by Pat Lane, Calloway director, and Maiiory
Cathay, Murray director. Menus, subject to occasional changes,'
based on availability of food, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack - Monday apple, milk, Tuesday - release. crackers; Wednesday - 1/2
peanut butter & jelly sandwie milk' Thursday - animai crackers, melte Friday - cereal, graham crackers, milk. Breakfast
Mondsy • ham & cheese biscutt, milk; Tuesday - biscuit
wisausage gravy, juice, milk, `.1.;;;.meday - pancake & sausage
on stick wisyrup, juice, milk; Thursoey - yogdrt, mess juices,
milk; Friday - cereal, Poptart, juice, milk Lunch - Monday -•
L.1
chickes nuggets, cteamed potatoes, tasked appies, lull, I:
;Tuesday - corn dog, green peas, applesauce, milk. Wedn
day - lasagna, whole kernel com, tossed salad w/dressing:
Texas toast, milk: Thursday - grilled cheese sandwich, tater
tots, peaches, milk, Friday - cheese pizza, whole kernel corn.
apple, milk.
Elernentariss: Snacks - Monday - peanut butter & crackers, milk; Tuesciay - nacho chips, cheese sauce, milk; Wednes•
day - orange. milk; Thursday - cheese, crackers, milk; Friday - animal crackers, applesauce. Breakfast (cereal, toast:
fresh truit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) - Monday
y
sausage biscuit: Tuesday • waffle sticks &syrup; Wednesda
- yogurt & toast, Thuisday - pancakes w/syrup; Friday - eggs,.
hashbrown & toast Lunch (assorted vegetables, fresh fruit.
w/crackers,
chef salads and milk offered daily) Monday not narn & cneese sandwicn, peanut Putter & 'sky sandwich,
Tuesday - pizza, fish sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets weoll, Laker wrap, yogurt &
animal crackers; Thursday - turkey & dressing, corn dog,'
hot dog, ham & cheese
grilled cheese sandwich; Friday
sandwich peanut butter & jelly sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, yogurt.
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) Monday - pare
&
cake & sausage on stick w/syrup: Tuesday - bacon, egg
cheese biscuit; Wednesday - biscuit wisausage biscuit; Thursvegday - breakfast pizza; Friday - muffin. Lunch - (assorted
Monetables, fresh fruit, chef salads and milk offered daily)
&
day - foot long chili dog, grilled chicken sandwich, turkey
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - chicken noodle soup, cheeseribette. grilled
burger, subrriarine sandwich, Wednesday chicken sandwich: ham & cheese sandwich: Thursday - crawl
&
of potato soup w/grilled cheese, chicken sandwich. ham
,
cheese sandwich; Friday - hot dog, turkey & cheese sand
wich, pine.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereat, juice served daily) Monday
- sausage biscuit; Tuesday - bacon & pancakes w/syrup,
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit w/sausagit,
esit
gravy; Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. Lunch - (cooked/fr
vegetables, canned/fresh fruit, lowtat milk served daily) Mon-,
sandday - cream of potato soup wicheese nuggets, chicken
wich, Tuesday - teriyaki chicken &fried rice, corn dog; Wednesday - sliced ham weoll. grilled cheese sanchvich; Thursday chicken guesadilla, submarine sandwich, Friday - pizza, fish

iday concert.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Get past a difficult conversation Through your own initiative,
you make an imprint. Someone hears you loud and clear. Also understand what someone intended you to hear as opposed to what you
thought you heerd. Tonight, Hanging out is fun.
0.00 Cost Estimate
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
227-9641
*** Finish up shopping. You might achieve a lot more than you origAFFORDABLE
NEW 2,100sq.11. 2BR,
inally thought. Let your imagination infiltrate your plans. You will have
Carpentry
2BA, 2 car garage,
much more fun, and so will Mose around you. Tonight: Your treat.
•Remodeling
county gas/water near
SCORPIO (Oct 2344oy. 21)
•Screened Porcties
Murray, hilftop acre
**** Yov might want to understand exactly what is going on with a
ACA Registered Tiny $144,000.
•Garages
friend, neighbor or relative. You do make a difference. Others draw in
girl, home 270-519-8570
eNater & Termite
Yorkie
closer when you are this open and clear. Think positively. Tonight: As
Damage
raised. vet checked,
you like.
guaranteed
health
•Decks
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
e-iorne, Mobile Home
$600 436-5508
*** You could be overwhelmed by what is going on with a close
Repair
293-5508
438-5517
associate. You wonder what to do. For now, don't decide on anything
Spaniel
BRITTANY
at all Make plans teat allow you to rest up and be with only those you
1(270)227-0587
puppies For more info
Tonight: Take your time.
AN Carpentry Cone. want to be with.
753-6319
19)
New homes, Additiors. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
not get into the middle of a probRemodel, Sagging & *** Know when to back off and
Miniature
CKC
rty get-together. Once
sandwich
Rotten floors, Vinyl lem. Bring friends together for a festive pre-pa
puppies RENOVATED
4BR,
Pinscher
Decks. among others, you'll start feeiing much better than you have in a
Siding.
Black & tan, $150 IBA home near hospiis.
action
the
MURRAY CITY
Where
Roofing, Mosaie Horne while. Tonight:
Ready 12/20/09
tal Beautiful hardMurray Headstart - Breakfast - (Fruit and milk serveil
Repair.
AQUARIUS (Jen. 20-Fob. 18)
270-578-0180
woodttile floors. sun753-2353
daily) Monday - cinnamon raisin biscuit, Tuesday - bacon
**** Understand that you have a pivotal role in the events that
room, basement appliyou are
Lar-ry Nimmo
scramble, Wednesday - cereal; 'Thursday - chicken biscuit;
50G Obedience
could unfurl. The type ot CEO or commander in chief
ances. new C/H/A,
Licenseo & Insured
Friday • cereal. Lunch - (cooked & fresh vegetables, canned
(270)436-2858
emerges. If you don't like what you see, know that it is time to back
2.200 sq.ft. $8.000 fir01
& fresh fruit, lowfat milk served daily), Monday - chicken
oft and do something else. Tonight- Leader of the gang.
home buyer
time
390
nuggets, corn on cob. Tuesday - macaroni & cheese. green
' YOUR AO
PISCES(Feb. 194Aarch 20)
rebate 270-76i-1317
Unsiodi Supplies
spaghetti w/meal sauce, green beans,
peas. Wednesday
***** Connect with those at a distance, understanding exactly
cduLLI !IL
you might be
ol
ger, mixed vegetables, Friday •
Some
cheesebur
rolls;
together.
Thursday
get
to
plans
Make
go.
to
way
which
. HISRE FoR
SQUARE bites hay
or
"Messiah"
cookie,
corn,
Handel's
sandwich.
&
ham
to
cheese
tickets
Get
.
celebrating
for
rnood
the
in
,̀n'trilta 293-0724.
ONLY STS.Cio
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal. toast, juice served dailyI
another holiday event. Tonight, Let your imagination lead you.
430
MONTH.
A
.C.111 us eve isr/f be
Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - chicken, biscuit: Wednesi
Reel Estes
cALL r53-1910
day - breakfast on stick; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Fridall
glad,10 Itplp
BORN TODAY
rnutfir. Lunch - (c:Ockco,"fresh vegetables, cannosterosh fruit,
re game. nhcw hest Bob Barker (1923), singer Dionne Warwick
4-PLEW 2131 Nnhva
milk served daily) Monday - cheeseburger, chicken &
'owlet
star Tracy Austin (1962)
Hill Electric (1940), tennis
Circle, Benton. $1.760
& Tunes
. green beans, buttered carrots: Tuesday - taco
•
••
dumplings
Since 1986
gross monthly rent
s,
BBC chicken/bun. Mexican bans, baked apples'
rcom.
saladleito
ellnebiga
24 noun soma
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.lacqu
Must sell $180,000
270 7.5.3-1.916
Wednesday - oven tried chicken, peanut butter &ielly sance
Res., Com . & Ind
060 978-1644
(c) 2009 by King Features Syndicate Inc
wich, mashed potatoes, green peas, dessert; 'Thursday - mini
Licensed & Insured
dogs. sub sandwich. baked beans, mac & cheese; Fricom
small
or
big
All jobs
day - hot dog/bun., pimento cheese. com chips, apple. carOPEN HOUSES
rots.
SUNDAY DEC. 13'TH
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk served
270-976-5655
2:00PM-4:4*PM
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - sausage biscuit.
270-759-9295
Wednesday - oatmeal. Thursday - pancake on stick: Friday
Hosted by Chavis Real Estate
Deer Accident, etc.
- breakfast burrito Lunch - (cooked/fresh vegetables. canned/fresh
Cali Boggess Body
813 Guthne St., Murray
fruit, lowfat milk served daily) Monday - chicken nuggets w/roll,
Shop
tt
scl
home.
2500
irsdroom 3 Bath, Brick
pimento cheese sandwich, scalloped potatoes, green peas.
Where your insurance
Tommy Chavis
tossed salad; Tuesday - chicken noodle soup/sandwich, ham
agents go. Since 1970
464 Kiresey Rd
and cheese sub, California veg. mix, pork n beans, veggies/dip.
436-2867 Lamb's
4 bedroom 1-1/2 Bath. 2,000 sq ft
Wednesday - Domino's pizza. peanut butter & jelly sandwich.
Professional Tree
Chns Tucker
pasta salad. vegetable mix, tossed salad; Thursday - crispito
tree
Service Complete
w/cheese, chcken salad. rice, mixed vegetables, carrots, dip;
(270)705-4479
removal. gutter
- ham & cheese. PBJ sandwich, chips, fresh fruit
Friday
etc
cleaning. hauling.
. cookie
carrots/dip
Insured. Emergency
Nigh - Breakfast (toast. cereal, (Ike served daily) Monday
293-1118
HOUSE FOR SALE
- cinnamon raisin biscuit, Tuesday - bacon scramble; Wednes436-5141 A-AFFORDday - panckae & sausage on stix, Thursday - chicken bisABLE Hauling. Clean
cuit: Friday - cinnamon roll Lunch - (cookederesh vegetables;
out garages, gutters.
canned/fresh fruit, lowfat milk served daily) Monday - chick!
Chelsea, 13,,rder Collie mix,
junk & tree work
assie, Redbone Coonhound
en nuggets, toasted cheese sandwich, com on cob, broccoli
adult, female
one war, spayed, female
casserole; Tuesday - meatball sub. tuna salad plate. green
Akihstreiset t
peas. macaroni & cheese. Wednesday - spaghetti w/meal
,,HELTEE HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM4 PM • SAT. tO AM/3 PM
sauce, turkey & cheese sub, green beans, tossed salad, bread
ew 1.800 square foot home in great location
hi/ mom information onto( t
sticks, Thursday - Domino's pizza, chef salad. mixed vegeta
off 641 North with easy access to Murray and
(4
bles. hash brown casserole, Friday - ham & cheese sandwich,
Benton 3 bedrooms, 2-1)2 baths 2 car garage.
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter ?4'
peaunut butler sandwich, pimento cheese sandwich, carrots &
city water. tacuzzi tub. appliances paved dnve,
e-„,
9-4141
(270)75
at
dip. fresh fruit, cookie
central H/4 Priced to sell $139.500
Call (270)293-6222
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wrap, yogurt &
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Monday - pan:
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ndwich. ham &
cheese sand.:
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Back

le years ago
Published is a picture of f'harlotte Koon. a kindergarten student. reaching across the monkey. bars dunng
At
Elementary School. The photograph was by Steff Photographea Bemard Kane.
Mr. and Mrs John C Valentine of Puryear. Tenn . will be
mimed for 70 years on Oct 14
. In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lady Lakers won
47-25 over West Frankurt at
Metropolis with Tiffany' Lassiter
as high scorer for the Lakers.
and Murray Lady Tigers lost 5558 to Lone Oak with Lindsey.
Lawson as high scorer for the
Tigers.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Kenneth Grogan and Dr. Hugh Oakley, two of the residents of Olive
Boules'ard, assisting in lighting
die illuminaries along the edge
of Olive Boulevard for the public to view as they drive slowly
down the boulevard. The photograph was by Staff Photographer Mark Cooper.
The Murray Woman's Club
held its annual Christmas program on Dec. 10 with Margery
Shown as director and mistress
of ceremonies and Janet Finch
as pianist.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Elaine and Leslie Han,
Dec. 7.
! Dr. Lynn Mayall is serving as
pastor of Eastwood Baptist
Church.
30 years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court voted to arnend its mutual budget by $264,082 in a special called meeting. according to
County Judge Executive Robert
O. Miller. This was due to unanticipated revenues from the previous years.
• Gregory A Forbes of Murray,
a senior agriculture major at Muriray State University, has been
awanied a graduate fellowship by
the Rotary Foundation for a year

of study in Argentina
Births reported include a buy.
tu Mr. and lalrelohn A &inane
Dec. 9
40 years ago
Kirn Pennington, pianist, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Pennington of Murray. appeared on
"The Hour' program telecast on
Channel 3 TV, Harrisburg, Ill..
on Dec. 10 at 4 p.m. He is a
senior music major at Murray State
University.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Riley' svill
be marned for 50 years Dec 24.
Murray' High School Tigers
won 72 to 68 over Tngg County. High team scorers were Hudspeth for Murray and Radford
for Tngg.
Births reported include d girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Pat Hodges
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs Peter
Scarsdale, Dec 6.
Se years ago
fstembers of the Murray College High Beta Club attended the
Kentucky Beta Club Convention
in Louisville. The Beta Club Quartet composed of Greta Brooks,
Judy Thomas. Judy Clark and
Mary Ann Crawford performed
at the conventlion.
Recent births reported at Murray Howital include a boy to
Mr.. and Mrs. Tim Smith and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Melvin.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 69-61 over Texas
Wesleyan in a basketball game
at Murray. Hemdon was high
scorer for Murray.
60 years ago
Murray Training School will
present "The Christmas Story' in
the Little Chapel of Murray State
College on Dec. 15 at 7 p.m.
This will include siX singing choruses, string orchestra and 375 students to take part. Josiah Darnall is the director.
In a high school basketball
game, Hazel Lions won 41-38
over Lynn Grove Wildcats with
high scorers being Lamb for Hazel
and Larnb for Lynn Grove.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Dec. II, the
345th day of 2009. There are 20
days left in the year. The Jewish
Festival of Lights, Hanukkah,
begins at sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 11, 1936, Britain's
King Edward VIII abdicated to
marry American divorcxe .Wallis
Warfield Simpson.
e a e*ft
On this date:
In 1792, France's King Louis
XVI went before the Convention
to face charges of treason. (Louis
was convicted, and executed the
following month.)
In 1816, Indiana became the
19th state.
In 1882, Boston's renarned
Bijou Theatre, the first American
playhouse to be lighted exclusively by electricity, debuted with a
performance of Gilben and Sullivan's "lolanthe.-

In 1928, police in Buenos Aires
announced they had thwarted an
attempt on the fife of Presidentelect Herbert Hoover.
In 1937. Italy announced it
was withdrawing from the League
of Nations.
In 1941, Germany and Italy
declared war on the United States;
the U.S.. responded in kind.
--ftr et94aeathe- -United- Nations
International Children's Emergency
Fund, or UNICEF. was established.
In 1981, the U.N. Security
Council chose Javier Perez de Cuellar of Peru to be the fifth secretary-general of the world body.
In 1983, Pope John Paul II
visited a Lutheran church in Rome,
the first visit by a Roman Catholic
pontiff to a ProteXtant church in
Ins own diocese.
In 1997, more than 150 countee, agreed at a global warming
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Fiance's kids rule the roost
during their weekend visits

Friday, December IL 2009•

Can alternatives
remedy nausea?
DEAR DR. ITIOTT: I am a
-iseeeir old tem.& who has suflewd w
debilitating 11AUSCA fixr
about 15 years I have been to
many doctors and have had many
tests They still can't find the rea%Oil IOC my nausea
I sae your article ahem slippery-elm bark
and am thanking of trying
this herb. At
this time, I am
taking
ondansetron
arid dompendone. Some
days I get a
little relief. I
also take oxycodone.
tizanidine.
amitriptyBy
Dr. Peter Gott line/perphenazine,
lorazepam and sometimes lansoprazole. i WaN wondering if I
could also take the slippery-elm
hark and would appreciate an
answer as soon as possible.
DEAR READER: There are
countless causes of debilitating
nausea. including Addison's disease. pancreatitis, depression, medication side effects, gastroesophageal
reflux
disease.
chemotherap.s and other possibilities. "The condition can be physical or psychological in nature -induced by pain. medications and
non-gastrointestinal diseases of
several organs.
While you list your medications,
you don't specifically state why
you are taking them. For example, ondansetron is used to prevent nausea and vomiting caused
by medications for cancer. but it
can he prewribeil for other :eaSOM. Dumperidone treats nausea
and vomiting caused by dmgs
treat Parkinson's disease. Tizanidine is a short-acting muscle relaxant, hut can be prescribed for
other reasons. This medication is

DEAR ABBY: I have been up and leave. -- LOW PRIliving with my. fiance. "Trevor," ORITY IN PENNSYLVANIA
for duce years. When his chilDEAR LOW PRIOIUTY:
dren -- ages 7 and 8 -- are Feeling as you do. that might
here for their visits, he treats be best for all concerned. For
me like a third wheel. Trevor
whatever reason, you perceive
shows me absolutely no affecyour fiance's visitations with his
tion,
nor children as competition. From
will he have my
perspective,
however,
as much as
I revor loves hts children. may
a two-sen- carry some guilt that the famtence con- ily is no longer intact, and
versation tnes the best he can to conwith me.
centrate all his energy on them
His chil- during the short periods they
dren dictate are with him. This is not about
what we will you and him; it is about THEM.
be
having
Forgive me for riot being
for dinner more sympathetic, but please
and
what recognize that your present is
By Abigail
we'll do for a glimpse of what your future
Van Buren
the weekend
will be if you marry Trevor.
they
are Once you accept that, you'll
here. They hang on him as if have a better idea of what you
they are growths on his skin. want to do.
I can't even get a hug from
him. We don't have five minDEAR ABBY: I'm a 56utes alone. Trevor allows them
year-old woman. When I was
to stay up as late as they want, growing up. I missed out on
and once they go to bed, he a lot in school because of a
goes, too. Most times he does- hearing problem. I was able
n't even say good night.
to graduate from high school
Many times he has left me -- but just barely. I can read
and my 5-year-old son sleep- and write, but there are things
ing and has taken his kids for I should know how to do but
breakfast without even giving can't.
me the courtesy of asking if
I am very embarrassed that
we'd like to join them. Abby, I'm not able to do things most
as soon as his children return people take for granted -- for
to their mother, he becomes example, make change. I could
himself again -- attentive, lov- never work as a cashier because
ing and always including me ! Lila..., I'd be fired on the
in what he's doing.
spot. I have owned a houseI have told Trevor many cleaning business for 17 years.
times how I feel about this. I which has worked out OK, but
understand he loves his chil- I'd like to have a job where
dren and wants to spend as I'm around people.
much time as possible with
How can I learn about
them when they're here. But money without embarrassing
must I be put on hold while myself or my family? -- CHALthey visit? I'm ready to pick LENGED IN TENNESSEE
DEAR CHALLENGED:
Because you want to supplement your math skills. start
conference in Kyoto. Japan, to
checking opportunities that are
control the Earth's greenhouse
available in your area for adult
gases.
education. Some high schools
Ten years ago: Agreeing with
and cotntnunity colleges offer
his wife, Hillary, President Bill
night classes for adults.
Clinton told CBS Radio his 1993
Also,
some
imponant
"don't ask, don't telr' policy on
gays in the military wasn't workadvances in cash register design
ing, and he pledged to work with
have occurred since your school
the Pentagon to find a way to
days. Cash registers now indifix it. Ron Dayne, Wisconsin's
cate for the cashier exactly
record-setting tailback, was a landhow much change should be
slide winner in the Heisman Troreturned to the customers. So
phy balloting.
if the idea of a job in retail
Five years ago: Doctors in Ausinterests you. start looking
tria detennihed that Ukrainian presaround.
idential
candidate
Viktor
Yushchenko had been poisoned
with dioxin, which caused the
TO MY JEWISH READsevere disfigurement and partial
ERS: Hanukkah begins at sunparalysis of his face. Vitali
down. To all of you I wish a
Klitschko stopped Danny Williams
happy festival of lights!
in the eighth round to retain his
WBC heavyweight title.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

prescnbed for muscle %peseta.
spinal-cord injuries and for patient:.
with multiple sekrosis. Amittaline/perphenazine is presented fur
anxiety. depression and agitatioe.
as is lorazeparn. Lansopraztale
decreases stoinach acids and is
taken for ulcers and gashedsophageal reflux disea.se (GERD)
Oxycodone is A narcotic pain
reliever.
From all of this. I could cress
you might have ClinCtf, Piirtinson's disease, MS. a spnuil-cord
injury, pain of unkeawn origin or
any combination thereof. However. I think your prescribing physician as attempting to cure your
nausea by reconunending drugs
for a reason other than what they
were originally designed to . help.
This is a conunon pnictice that
has been met with a great deal
of success.
Has your doctor considered
alternatives. such as the slipperyelm bark, or a scopalamine transdermal patch used to prevem nau•
sea and vomiting experienced with
motion? How about a tablespoon
of apple cider and a tabkspoon
of honey mixed in cold water and
consumed at bedtime. or consuming a few slices of crystaghead
ginger, or taking ginger pills NAN'
Do you have a food allergy! You
may be experiencing a cross-reaction with your many drugs. Is the
same physician prescnbing. them
alP Or are you seeing more than
one doctor who doesn't Itnow
what another has ordered?
You need to get to the bottom of the problem so you can
be relieved of your symptoMa aed
get your life back on track. I recomrnend that you document a rOlatively brief accounting of what
caused the nausea origin:Ile west
medications were prescribedeend
what, if anything, provided relief
or didn't. 'There may be a'Kure
✓y you are overlooking that:Zan
solve the problem.

Contract Bridge
Bidding Quiz
You are South, both sides vulnerable. The bickfing has been:
West
North
East
South
1•
I•
Pass
What would yoo bid with each of
tha following four hands?
1.4liQ6 1111 K194•./U3 41:KQ105
2.•K93 74•AQ872•932
3.•AQ7 V 5•Kti43•KQJ%
4.4015 Q182 *AN•A164
•••

I. Three notinimp. A jump to
game ta clearly indicated. True. partner's spade oven:all doesn't promise
the WOrld's Fair since it is frequently
based on less-than-opening-bid values, but the bid still shows some kind
of tnek-taking potential.
TWO notrump would merely invite
partner to bid again. without compelling him to do so. lf you substituted the deuce ofclubs for the king.
two notrump would bc the proper
bid. Partner should not be given a
chance to pass when it is clear that
game must be reached.
2. Two spades. it is best to show
your spade support at once. To bid
leo diamonds ai this point would
merely ckud the issue and would run
the nsk of partner passing. Tlie nght

%say to shoe spade support ist;ji
ing spades, while narning d nue esiat
would tv-nd to deny spade suppete:
There probably isn't a garme
even so, it is important to tell jia.tiaZe
right away that you has e trump support and a moderate hand.
3. Four spades. This is no time to
be tentative; you have the valises ter
game, and you should expres.s then)
forthwith. To meney invite partner h,
go to game by biikting only thne:
spadea would be a ICTiOLIS error,
because you might well get lett at the
post.
It is neither necessary. nor desirable
to mention your clubs. Partner will
see them as soon as dummy eomcs
down.
4. Tsvo aotramp. Here the passibility of game depends chiefly on
whether partner's osereall is based
on minimum, medium or maximum
values. Ile might have aS little as
eight points or as many as 16, but he
is in a far better position to knoss
what he has than you VC.
You thus should lease the deeigion
on how high to go to panner, acting
on the sensible assumption that he is
just as anxious to bid and make a
game as you are.

Tomorrow: Eternal vigilance.
:00.1 14,ns Features 5.nd,catt

Crosswords
40 Hurled
43 Cheered
46 "The Big Hear
director
47 Lay low
48 Traipse
50 Candy-striper
51 Gorilla or chimp
52 Tolstoy heroine
53 Urge along
54 Solidify
55 Cul-de- —

ACROSS
1 Kid's ammo
4 ER practice
7 Bird-feeder
treat
11 Estrada of
C.H.I.P.S.
13 Beluga delicacy
14 Hideous giant
15 Large lizard
16 Sister of Helios
17 Longest arm
bone
18 Bestow
20 Major appliance
21 Durable wood
22 Remick or
Majors
23 Car parker
26 Really scare
30 I, to Caesar
31 OAS member
32 So-so grade
33 Gossipy paper
36 Face card
38 40-cup brewer
39 Mongkut portrayer
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EPA: Greenhouse gases
endanger human lulalth

Photo provided
WINNING TEAM: The Calloway County FFA Ao Sales Team recentiy
placed st at the
Pucchase FFA Regional Ag Sales Contest and will compete at the FFA State
Ag Sales Contest
in June. Team members pictured are, frorn left, Marci Crouch, Jake Darnell
and Travis Kim
(2nd individuai finish). Not pictured is team member Jesse McCallon st
individual finish).
Murray Business FarmLogic, Lon Scott, Tab Brockman and Robert Fnedrich
assisted the team
in preparation.

ACORN prober finds no
illegal pattern on videos
PETE YOS'T
Associated Press Wnter
WASHING'TON (AP) -- An
internal investigation of the
community-organizing group
ACORN found no pattern of
intentional, illegal conchict by
ACORN staffers on unden:over
videos shot by conservative critics of the group.
In a 47-page assessment that
former Massachusetts Attomey
General Scott Harshtsarger was
commissioned by the organization to do, he criticized
ACORN's management as not
moving fast enough to institute
Wort-us after an alleged eightyear coverup by ACORN
founder Wade Rathke of an
embezzlement by his brother.
ACORN's leaders are "now
reaping what Rathke sowed,"
wrote Harshbarger, who was
brought in to investigate.
The organization's leadership
has made reforms in finances
and governance a priority, the
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Harshbarger report stated.
However, it added, this focus
has not yet been matched by
similar attention to delivering
services to ACORN's clients.
The videos of ACORN
staffers offering advice to a
woman and a man posing as a
prostitute and her boyfriend
triggered a firestorni of criticism
this fall, with some ACORN
employees appearing willing to
support illegal schemes involving tax advice, misuse of public
funds arid illegal trafficking in
children.
The videos "feed the impression that ACORN believes it is
above the law," stated the
Harshbarger report, intended as
an independent examination of
Me issues.
"We did not find a pattem of
intentional, illegal conduct by.
ACORN staff involved; in fact,
no action, illegal or otherwise,
was ever taken by any ACORN

employee on behalf of the
videographers," Harshbarger
said in a statement. "Instead, the
videos represent the byproduct
of ACORN's longstanding management weaknesses, including
a lack of training, a lack of procedures and a lack of on-site
supervision."
Harshbarger's report says
ACORN, which stands for the
Association of Community
Organizers for Reform Now,
should return to its roots, focusing on community organizing
and should hire an independent
ethics officer to oversee an
internal governance program
that is already. under way.
ACORN CEO Bertha Lewis
called the report "part vindication, part constructive cnticism
and complete roadmap for the
future" on behalf of "the interests of the communities we represent — low- and moderateincome, Afncan-American and
Latino families."
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DINA C.APPIELLO end H.
JOSEt HEBERT
Associated Press WrKers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Environmental
Protection
Agency ttas concluded greenhoose gases are endangering
people's health and must be regulated, signaling that the Obama
administration is prepared to
contain global warnung without
congressional action if necessiuy.
EPA
Administrator
Lisa
Jackson scheduled a news conference for later Monday to
announce the so-called endangerment finding, officials told
The Associated Press, speaking
privately because the announcement had not been made.
The finding is timed to boost
the administration's arguments
at an international climate conference -- opening Monday —
that the United States is aggressively taking actions to combat
global wamiing, even though
Congress has yet to act on climate legislation.
Without a bill, the U.S. was
heading into Copenhagen hardpressed to explain exactly how
it would reach the targets
President Barack ()bama is set
to offer.
Under a Supreme Court ruling, the so-called endangerment
finding is needed before the
EPA can regulate carbon dioxide
and five other greenhouse gases
released from automobiles,
power plants, and factories
under the federal Clean Air Act.
The EPA signaled last April
that it was inclined to view heattrapping pollution as a threat to
public health and welfare and
began to take public comments
under a formal rulemaking. The
action marked a reversal from
the Bush administration, which
had refused before leaving
office to issue the finding,
despite a conclusion by EPA scientists that it was warranted.
Business groups have strongly
argued against tackling global

warming through the Clean Air
Act, saying it is less flexible and
more costly than the cap-andtrade bill being considered
before Congress On Monday,
some of those groups questioned the tinting of the EPA's
announcement, calling it political.
"The implications of today's
action by EPA are far-reaching...individual Americans and
consumers and businesses alike
will be dramatically affected by
this decision," said Charles T
Drevna, the president of the
National Petrochemical elt.
Refiners Association. Drevna, in
a statement, said "it is hardly the
time to risk the remainder of the
U.S. industrial sector in an
attempt to achieve a short-term
international public relations
victory."
Any regulations are also likely
to spawn lawsuits and lengthy
legal ftghts.
The EPA and the White House
have said regulations on greenhouse gases will not be Muninent even after an endangerment
finding, saying that the administration would prefer that
Congress act to limit such pollution throueh an economy-widis
cap on carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases.
Nevertheless, the EPA has
begun the early stages of developing permit requirements on
carbon dioxide pollution from
large emitters such as power
plants. The administration also
has said it will set the first-ever
zreenhouse gas emissions stan-

dards for automobiles and raise
fuel economy to 35 miles per
gallon by 2016 to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions.
'The EPA's readiness to tackle,
climate change is expected to .
give a boost to U.S. arguments
at the climate conference opening in Copenhagen this week,
where the United States offer a
provisional target to reduce.
greenhouse gases.
While the House has approved
climate legislation that would
cut emissions by 17 percent by
2020 and about 80 percent by
mid-century, the Senate has yet•
to take up the measure amid
strong Republican opposition
arid reluctance by some centrist
Democrats.
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
lead author of the Senate bill„
has argued that if Congress
doesn't act, the EPA will regulate greenhouse gas emissions.
He has called EPA regulation a
"blunt instrument" that would
pose a bigger problem for industry than legislation crafted to
mitigate some of the costs of
shifting away from carbon emitting fossil fuels.
The way was opened for the'
PPA te tiSe the clean Air Act to.
cut climate-changing emissions'
by the Supreme Court in 2007;
when the court declared that
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are pollutants under
the Act. But the court said the
EPA must determine if these
pollutants pose a danger to public health and welfare before it
can regulate them.
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